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Burgl~ry,

Rowdiness Disturb Campus

EMILY GITTLEMAN '11
NEWS EDITOR

This past week, a series of
incidents took place on or near
the Trinity College campus
that challenged the safety of
students. At n:50 p.m. on
Saturday, Nov. 6, a student
was arrested for breeching the
peace and disorderly conduct.
The student, attending the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Trinity
Homecoming Pageant and

After Party, "due to his behavior, was asked to leave Vernon
Place Social Center by a
Campus
Safety
officer
assigned to monitor the
crowd," said Director of
Campus
Safety
Charlie
Morris. The officer asked the
student to put his cigarette
out.
When the
student
refused, the officer notified
him that he needed to leave
the building. Again, the student refused. Finally, the offi-

cer was able to escort the stu dent out of building, where
police officers awaited him.
The student used explicit Ian·
guage and hand signals when
officers handcuffed him. Police
charged the student with
breech of peace and disorderly
conduct. This was the second
issue Campus Safety dealt
with this weekend; the first
took place a day earlier.

see TWO on page 6

Noted Poet Simon Ortiz Speaks at Trin
BENJAMIN PATE '11
ARTS EDITOR

One of the greatest under
stated benefits of attending
Trinity is in the way our time
here helps us think beyond
Trinity. Through guest lectures,
panels, and seminars, the college
invites us to engage in dialogue
with contemporary perspectives
working outside the community.
Simon Ortiz, a prominent
scholar and creator of Native
American literature, brought

this sort of perspective in his
talk Thursday, Nov. 4, in the
Rittenberg Lounge. The topic
was "The Wonder of Indigenous
Poetry and Short Stories."
Simon, now sixty one years of
age, is a member of the Acoma
Pueblo tribe, a people indigenous
to the southwestern United
States, near New Mexico. One of
the most decorated and widely
read Native American poets
(though his prose stories are no
less impactful), Ortiz has been a
major contributor to the second

Trinity Coll. Equestrian AlumniNote
Team Wins First Comp. 50 Years for
ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13
NEWS EDITOR

On October 24 the Trinity
Equestrian Team won their
first competition in program
history.
In the past, the Equestrian
Team has been fairly small,
but this year senior members
decided to grow the program
and become more competitive.
Co-captain Nicole Pucci 'll
said, "It has been exciting to
see so much change so quickly." In order to expand, the
team did significantly more
recruiting around campus this
year. The team now has 15

members, the majority of
which are First-years, and
they have been able to show
competitively against teams
that are considered part of
varsity programs. According
to an article in Campus
Equestrian, Trinity was "seldom able to fill a card in prior
seasons, [but] had riders in all
eight divisions when they
hosted the third show of the
season."
Other significant changes
include hiring a new trainer
and changing barns. The team

see EQUESTRIAN on page 7

see SEfl.llNAL on page 13
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Prof. Curran
REBECCA BROWN '11
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

tm

Distinguished Professor of
Economics and Class of 1957
alumnus Ward Curran was hon·
ored over Homecoming Weekend
for his 50 years of teaching at
Trinity College. At a reception
and dinner held on Friday, Nov.
5 in the Wean Terrace Rooms
and the Washington Room in
Mather Hall~ President James F.
Jones, Jr. and alumni such as
noted financiers Paul Raether
'68, Peter Kraus '7 4, and Mitch
Merin '75 were in attendance to
commemorate the important
milestone in both Curran's
career and the College's history.
After
graduating from
Trinity m
1957, Curran
received his M.A. and PhD
from Columbia University. He
returned to the College in 1960
to teach economics, his focus of
study being corporate finance,
financial
regulation,
and
investment theory and practice. Outside of Trinity, Curran
has taught a course at Yale
University for nearly 30 years

r
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Trinity College Equestrian team wins their first competition in program history.

Native American renaissance
movement. Ann Plato Diversity
Fellow in English and American
Studies Brianna Burke worked
to bring Ortiz to campus, hoping
the event would be the beginning of a more robust Native
American studies program at
Trinity. "Simon Ortiz is an
incredibly important poet,
writer, and scholar, not only
within Native American Studies,
but also within American

COURTESY OF NICK LACY

see REVERED on page 11
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Professor Curran was honored by professors and alumni for 50 years at Trinity.
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Tripod Editorial
Sometimes It's -News, Not Sexism
A few weeks ago Gawker.com
published an anonymous account
titled, ''I Had a One-Night Stand
With Christine O'Donnell." For
those who weren't following the
recent midterm election lead-up,
O'Donnell ran and lost as the
Republican candidate in the
Delaware
Senate
race.
Incidentally, O'Doll.nell is also an
unmarried 41-year-old woman
who became an Evangelical
Christian in her twenties.
O'Donnell ran on a platform
that took a hard line on family values and worked to perpetuate an
image of a sexually abstinent
woman. The account published
online, however, depicted a
woman who actively sought a
"hook-up," if you will, from a man
she barely knew while drunk. The
man in question didn't mince his
words, writing in graphic detail a
thorough account of her behavior
that night from the bar to the bedroom. They did not, however, have
sex. The author of the article went
on to note that O'Donnell ended
µp dating his roommate for sever
al months and he doesn't believe
that they ever slept together
either.
Once published the article
went viral. Women's organizations, pundits, and O'Donnell herself responded angrily. Gawker
was accused of sexism, political
bias, and, last but not least, a misleading headline. Gender warfare
aside, a one-night stand does

I

imply actual sex, which the man
admitted did not happen.
I didn't really think much of
the original article. Embarrassing
details of candidates' personal
lives are nothing new at this
point, but the response that
Gawker published a few days
later did make me pause.
Gawker made a fair point in
their rebuttal- how can anyone
argue that O'Donnell's personal
life isn't fair game for the media
when so much of her platform is
based on an image she cultivated
premised on that very thing- her
personal life.
Fair enough. After all, though
O'Donnell didrl't actually engage
in intercourse, she did get drunk
and naked with a stranger. But
then there's the whole "woman''
thing. As an editor at this paper
and even a lowly intern at publications I have worked for over the
summer, I tend to err on the side
of "Publish!", but then again, as a
female, the idea of, as Gawker
called it, "slut-shaming" wouldn't
be foreign to any young woman of
my generation.
So, did Gawker have a responsibility to protect O'Donnell
because she was a woman? If
O'Donnell had been a man with a
similar platform would that salacious account have been news? If
she was a man with a socially liberal agenda would it have mattered? And then, assuming you
answer "no" to at least one of those

questions, does the media have a
responsibility to take into consideration their readers' biases, or,
more bluntly, their possible sexism?
So, I thought about it as someone often on deadline, and I
thought about it as a female, and
I came to the same conclusion:
"Publish!"
This isn't sexism. So long as
public figures use their personal
lives to further their professional
goals, it's fair game. The media is
more invasive than it was in 1960.
Sorry I'm not sorry. The reason for
that, in part, is because there is a
greater demand for transparency.
If you don't like it, do something
else. Or stop being a hypocrite.
If O'Donnell had been a man
with the same sound bites and the
same agenda, this story would
have been published. And her
defenders did women everywhere
a disservice by playing the "sexism" card. Gender inequality
exists in this country, but that
issue deserves far more respect
than being used a cheap ploy
when one's back is up against a
wall. This wasn't sexist; this was
holding someone accountable. As
long as the press can find a disparity between a candidate's words
and actions, then "Publish!"
As for the "gentleman" in
question- he wasn't one. But
again, that's on O'Donnell. Not
Gawker.
-RSB

Letter to the Editor

Your [Managing Editor
Abigail Alderman's] story on the
wildlife here at Trinity was very
nice. The tail-less squirrel has
his own story. He is 2 Yi years old
and that's very old for a intercity
squirrel as most intercity squirrels life span is 9 to maybe 11
months. How do I know this? My
husband and I are on the list of
people for the state of CT to help
and rescue wildlife in this state.

Once we had a vulture that we
took care of as someone shot it's
wing and we have had a share of
squirrels in our home, yes in our
home. Tail-less lost his tail when
he was a baby as one of his baby
sister or brother bit it off. On
Tuesday he was 2 inches s}w of
being lunch for a hawk, one of
many hawks that are on campus, but without his tail he can
jump a lot further than most

MEET THE TRIPOD STAFF: SPORTS EDITOR
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squirrels.
At any rate just thought I'd
say thanks for your write up in
the paper about him, and yes I'm
the one who feeds him daily and
even come on my days off to take
care of him. So, again thanks!!

-Debbie Cook
Switchboard and Mather
Operations Coordinator

ANN

WALLER CURTIS AND COPY CHIEF ELIZABETH AGRESTA
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lVhat is the trait you mos1
deplore in yourself?
Indecisiveness
If you could be somebody else,

who would you be?
Jack Bauer

PLEASE RECYCLE
YOUR COPY OF

The Trinity Tripod

lVhat is your most treasured
possession?
My teddy bear, Mr. Friend. He
was the first thing my dad
ever bought me, just before I
was born, so he means a lot to
me.
lVhat is your motto?
Think before you speak.

lVhat do you regard as the low
est depth of misery?
Being a Vanderbilt football

lVhat is your principal defect?
That I would rather give up
than make a mistake.

lVhat is your present state
mind?
Peaceful.

lVhat to your mind would be
the greatest of misfortunes?
Getting to meet Dominic
Howard ... and throwing up on.
his shoes from being so nervk>us. I'd die.

~an.
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lVhat natural talent would you
like to be gifted with?
Being able to draw more than
stick figures.

lVhat natural gift would you
most like to possess?
The ability to move gracefully.
I dance like an epileptic on
meth, to crib a line from True
Blood.

Last week a photos on
the front page was incorrectly credited. Julia
Mcinnis '11 photographed
the Slate Magazine reading.
Last week a student was
misidentified in the article
"Slate Magazine Holds Kick·
off Event." The correct name
was Luc Rioual '11.
Last week in the article
"Angel Franco Exhibits 'Lost
New Yorkers' At Widener
Gallery,'' the opening remarks
quoted were incorrectly
attributed. They were said by
President of the Puerto Rican
Studies Association Gladys
Jimenez-Munoz.

lr1p od t:.d1torials represent the views ot the executive board o t llu lru1tty lrtpod,

comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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Fraternities and Phones Dont Mix

c. ·

SARAH QUIRK '11

opacity of the water, I had to by social scientists.
let the clean freak inside me
So, for these many rea process what had just hap- sons, most of which involve
After three and a half pened before plunging my girl fights or trying to figure
years at Trinity, I have finally hand into the water that was out how to set the old alarm
uncovered one of the many likely full of bacteria strains clock your parents insisted
truths all students eventually not yet known to science.
you have so you can get up to
learn: phones and frats simply
It was thanks to this expe- be first in line at the Verizon
were not meant to mix.
rience that I store, I suggest we all leave
Thanks to the heavy
I now always now
always our phones at home. However,
event calendar this
have a full box as a girl who requires a shesemester that left us
have a full box of Uncle Ben's wolf pack of at least two
with no more than
of Uncle Ben's
Original Long friends to travel from one frat
one weekend withGrain
White to another, or even from the
Original Long
out a major party,
Rice in my room, basement dance floor to the
Grain White
many of our phones
as
apparently bathroom, I understand the
have fallen victims Rice in my room, even with the reasons for bringing your
of a good time.
recruitment of phone out. Therefore, I am
However, for some as apparently .. everyone in your calling for all of Trinity
reason that doesn't
dorm, a hair College to take a couple steps
. that kind of
stop us from bringdamage cannot dryer and a fan, back to the days before the
ing them out with
that kind of widespread use of cell phones.
us and holding them
be undone.
damage cannot My solution: pagers.
in the same hand as
be undone.
According to some likely
our dangerously full red Solo
Then there's the issue of very credible information on
cups.
phones causing fights due to Wikipedia, pagers are "the
However a sloshing cup poor service in frats. Very ideal solution for very quick ...
paired with a weak wrist is recently a friend of mine sent reliable personal or group
not the only reason I have con- another friend a BBM asking messaging." With the adopcluded that phones should be where she was. Although the tion of pagers on campus,
left at home. During Psi U's friend responded with 20 or so girls will still be able to send
Hoe Down last year my phone messages,
all that was out their location to friends
stopped working mid-way received of those 20 messages and no one will ever receive a
through the night for no was "Shut up."
Late Night "butt
apparent reason, as I neither Though neither
Only in a frat dial"
voice mail
spilled on it nor dropped it. an exact location
can the airborne again.
After a rough early morning nor an impressive
Given
their
sweat of strangers
drive to the Verizon store it insult, this is
decreased popularseep into your
was determined that the enough to set
ity, pagers are con and break siderably inexpenphone
humidity (read: sweat) in the someone off who
air of the Psi U basement has been celebratits keypad, leav- sive, which will
actually broke the keypad. ing Homecoming
ing you distressed delight the parents
Only in a frat can the airborne weekend
since
of students who
and alone, stand- have broken multisweat of strangers seep into 11:00 a.m.
ing on a pile of
your phone and break its keyThere are also
ple $300+ dollar
pad, leaving you distressed the messages and hay trying to find smart phones since
and alone , standing on a pile calls
that
go
they were firstservice and
of hay trying to find service unanswered by
years. In fact, it
friends.
and friends.
best friends and
would even be wise
More recently, I had an love
interests
for
Trinity
to
incident in which in an that lead to a small pilgrim- become a network operator,
attempt to cool down and get age of girls to the benches out- enabling the school to profit
away from the writhing side of Northam Towers, off of the four-year pager
sweaty bodies inside the AD where they sit crying on the plans we could sign up for.
basement, I escaped to the phone for hours on end at the
And so, for the sake of the
fabulously pristine girl's bath- dismay of the residents trying Northam Towers residents
room. Completely sober, I was to sleep inside.
who are kept up by the weepthrilled to find the bathroom
Empirical studies have ing of many a female student,
empty. After placing my phone shown that the heckling of as well as for the sanity of the
on the edge of the sink to put said criers from out of the win- employees at the local Verizon
my hair up , I was assessing dows does not discourage their stores that have to deal with
the situation that was my face sob fests. If anything, it eggs students bringing phones
in the mirror when out of the them on as the anonymous reeking of alcohol into their
corner of my eye I saw my student is yet another person store and claiming it "just
phone suddenly slip into the to add to their list of people stopped working," I argue we
cloudy grey abyss that was the they think hate them. These make a prompt switch over to
clogged sink. Appalled by the results have yet to be verified the pager.
COPY EDlTOR

Greenwich: Small Town, Big Impact
GREG MONIZ '11
CONTIUBU"ll G W1UTER

With the polls closed and
the ballots counted, it seems
that the overlooked power
player in this election cycle is
the fabled last bit of land that
juts out from the state's southwest corner into New York,
that grand dame of the Gold
Coast, the town of Greenwich.
Consider this: SenatorElect Dick Blumenthal (not to

mention the woman he beat) is
What is most peculiar
a resident. Jim
about these results is
Connecticut
Himes,
the
that in an election
Congressman therefore bucked season of populist,
the national
from Fairfield
everyman anger, vot·
County, lives trends of electing ers elected two candiconservative
in the Cos Cob
dates from the most
powerful,
section
of Republicans and affluent,
town. And Tom sticking it to the and elitist town in the
Foley,
who
Connecticut
current political state.
came excruci therefore
bucked the
elite.
a tingly close to
national trends of
the Governorship, has been a
Greenwich townie for years.
see CONNECTICUT page 5

MKM: There was an article
in the New York Times a few
months ago called "The Why
Worry Generation" about the
Millennial Generation, that is,
people born between 1982 and
2002, who "have been depicted
more recently by employers, professors and eamest]y concerned
mental-health experts as entitled whiners who have been
spoiled by parents who over
stoked their self·esteem, teach·
ers who granted undeserved Jll.s
and sports coaches who
bestowed trophies on any player
who showed up." The article also
quotes Hara Estroff Marano,
Psychology Today Editor at
large, who says that my generation is 4paychologically [. ..] a
generation of basket cases: profoundly
narcissistic
and
deprived of a sense of agency by
their anxiously overinvolved
parents - in short, a 'nation of
wimps."' As someone who has
been heavily involved in the
world of higher education fot
quite some time, have you
noticed such a change in behavior among your students over
the years?
JFJ: That's one of the most
profound questions that I've
been asked since I started doing
these interviews years ago here
at Trinity. I remember the article, because there is a gi-eat deal
of literature right now about
yo'Ul' generation. The caveat
that I always want to remind
people about is that we're too
close to you right now to do
broad definitions. I'll give you a
comparison. When Tom Brokaw
and people like that talk about
"the greatest generation,"
spealcing basically of my grandparents' era, those who lived
through the depression, then
they lived through the Second
World War. We've got enough
time spanned between them
and us to be able to evaluate
their massive contributions and
their unbelitivable heroism in
trying to live through the col·
lapse of the world's economy in
the early 30s, and then the rise
of totalitarianism ona scale that
we've never had to combat
before. If you study the litera·
ture that backs up the New Yorl,c
Times article you'll find that
psychologist.a trying to asses
your generation are all over the
map; yes, there are commenta·
tors who will talk about entitled
children, who get their entitle·
ments directly at home from
parents who are entitled. I'll
give you an extreme example of
that: In my first presidency, an
'Outraged mother called me up
one day: And she had made her
way up through everybody- the
Dean of Students, the head of
Buildings and Grounds, her
daught.et's RA· and she was not

going to be satisfied until she
talked to the president of the
school about the temperature in
her daughter's residence hall
room, and that there were no
cont,,-ols in the room so that hei:
daughter- when she was cold
could make it warmer, or when
it was warm in there could make
it cooler. And I'm afraid I didn't
give her the answer she wanted·
I said 'Well, tell your daughter to
get a sweater, and when its too
cold. put a sweater on.' I said
that's what my wife tells me
when I say we need to turn up
the heat. My wife will say, well I
have on a sweater, where's
yours? And so I thought, well, I'll
just borrow this line. That's not
what this woman wanted me to
say- she wanted me to say, I
don't know what, and I'd get my
Harry Potter wand and I'd go
out and put thermostats in
every one of the residence halls
so that little Suzie could at will
change the room depending on
he.r whim of the hour.
Those examples are the ones
that feed into the entitled chil·
dren who are entitled because
their parents and "the gystem"
have allowed them to become
entitled. So everyone wins a tro·
phy at the athletic conference,
there are no losers. Well the
problem with that of course is
that, like any good general
knows on the field of battle,
you're never really seasoned
until you've had to retreat,
because not everybody can win
the trophy at the athletic events.
But I have a different spin on.
the Millenials. And this is from
spending thousands of hours
teaching, or counseling, people
over the last twenty years. I
think, above everything else,
that your generation, coming of
age in college is now, is simply
benumbed. And so I'm not sure
that yours is the gene1·ation of
the great whiners, that as I'm
sure my colleagues who are my
age (and that is certainly not
young) will remembe1; that the
great whiners were the child.ten
who came of age, in what l:I t;he·
ologian friend of mine calh ''the
great expansion," that is, the
stock market was, you know, at
astronomical levels, disposable
income was going up all ove.r the
country, people were borrowing
way more than they should
have. Well, these individuals,
their children were, now this in
the 70s, 80s, early 90s, they had
very few of what I call "societal
cold baths." The water was
always warm in their shower.
Your generation has come of age
in time of utter bewilderment.
So, the United States gets
a,ttacked on our own soil by terrorists who are religious fanat·
ice. The economy goes from

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Lessons in Recycling At Apple Store
MINA AIKEN '11
CONTRIBU11 N G WRITER

It is safe to say that your
cell phone is never safe at
Trinity College. For the most
part, I nurse my iPhone with
the utmost care, but sometimes, accidents happen.
Last week, my teammate
and I were on a warm-up run
before crew practice in East
Hartford. We were both jam·
ming to some tunes. My team·
mate was jamming a little too
aggressively and while we
were waiting in traffic, she
busted a crazy dance move
and sent my iPhone flying
from my hand. It flew onto
the pavement and was protected by its (neon) case, so no
immediate damage was done.
Unfortunately,
shortly
after the incident, the volume
control button almost came
completely off. I took it to the
Apple Store in the West Farms
mall, the button hanging by a
thread of glue, hoping they
could make a simple repair.
For all you regular Apple
customers , you know what
comes next: an Apple Genius
either tells you that a) your
product cannot be repaired on
site and that you get a new
gadget free of charge or b) the
damage was your fault and
your only option is to buy a
new gadget.
Option A
resolved my incident, since my
phone was still under a one·

year warrantee.
new phone, I asked what he
Having been an Apple cus- was doing with the old one.
tomer for the last seven years He told me that the phone
or so, I was relieved at this would be recycled and the
accommodation: within 10 parts would be used to make
minutes of entering the store, new Apple products.
I
I walked out with a brand thought, really? This isn't
new, perfectly
going to sit in a landfunctioning
fill or at the bottom
When the
( f r e e ! ) Genius helping me of
the
Pacific?
iPhone . This
Apparently
not.
handed me my
type of cusYour old broken,
new phone, I
tomer service
malfunctioning, or
is
perhaps asked what he was out-of-date
Apple
one of the doing with the old product does indeed
reasons
go into manufacturone. He told me
Apple is a
ing new ones. This
that the phone
technology would be recycled gives Apple the abilibrand
of
ty to inexpensively
and the parts
choice
for
churn out new com·
would be used to puters, iPhones and
cusmany
make new Apple iPods like clockwork
tomers .
However,
in a sustainable
products. I
one thing did
fashion.
thought, really?
surprise me: This isn't going to
While this type of
if the button
recycling is a great
sit in a landfill or selling point, perthat
was
at the bottom of haps I'd feel othercoming off my
the Pacific?
phone
was
wise if my phone had
originally
not been under warglued on during the assembly ran tee.
An Apple Genius
process, why couldn't someone would have told me that I'd
working at Apple just glue the have to pay for the repair that
button back on? Repairing would have cost almost as
the damage would take just as much as the phone, or that I
much time as handing over a could just buy a brand new
new iPhone would and per- device. $200 in the bucket
haps would save Apple some and all Apple does is glue
expense.
some metal together, slap
Why dispose of a product some 3G on it and call it an
that works when the repair is iPhone . I probably would
so simple? When the "Genius" have just super-glued the conhelping me handed me my trol button back on myself.

continued from page 3

being artificially sound to crashing. So what I have found from
my own students, in my own
seminars, and from the hun·
dreds of you who I talk to and
that I kn.ow well, including two
:recent graduat.es of Trinity who
had to live with us for a while
because they basically have no
home, what I have found about
you is that you are not whiners,

but )l'Ou are beWilde:red. And it's
because the sort of zeit.geist of
your coming of age is very dis·
turbed. You're grasping for

absolutes upon which you can
build your adult liv~ and the
old ~s seem no longer
valid. Are we impregnable as a
country'? Well 9/11 P1VVM that
we are certainly not impJ;eg"
nable as a country. Can we wage
war, at a ~ of. huge economic
deprivation.? Can we be the
policemen of the world? What
does it matter if the crazies on
the planet, in Iran, or North
Korea, get, God help us all,
access to an atomic weapon. So I
think there's a lot of unease and
disquiet in your generation, and
oddly enough, I find that the
relationships that,; your genera·
tion can spawn at Trinity often
provide the most solace for you
and your generation. And in, my
kids are a great deal older than
you are, or than any of you are
in the unde
uate
ulace

at Trinity, but I would say that
they are trying very hard t;o find
their way through a lot of gray.
Very little seems to me anymore
to be black and white, and there
just seems to be more gray. Are
you going to have a better life
than your grandparents had?
Well, the answer to that used to
be, "of course. it's America." But
with the economic crisis that
we've gone through, certainly
since July of 2008, one wonders
if that's going to continue.
Where are you going to go after
you leave this very beautiful.
caring and nurturing plare? I
find that the young adult.a who
leave Trinity and go live in NYC,
all of them (in their) young
twenties, their network of societal mlatio.nships is Trinity. So I
think that the sanctwuy part 0
a echool. ~t goes back to the
middle ages, is now more impor
tant, maybe than it has been
since thase very ullSettling days
of the Great Depression and the
Second World War in America
And I'll be very surprised when
you graduate if you don't find
that your Trinity relationships
with faculty and staff and peers
and students doesn't form the
foundation of your young adult
life. So while I think your generation is bewildered, I think
there's some solace in each other
and what relationships get
spawned in a little bitty place
like this.
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What's your current state of
mind?

When and where were you most
happy?

Fitting nicely into my new position,
thoroughly engaged in my work, and
worried about transitions the family
to Hartford (I'm currently commuting
from Rhode Island.)

Honestly-right here and now-but a
close second was graduate school
(English, studying Medieval &
Renaissance literature) at Ohio State,
teaching freshman composition, discussing literature in the halls, and challenging my colleagues, professors, and
my own assumptions in class every
week.

What's your idea of perfect happiness?

On what occasion do you lie?
To do what I do well, and to see it
come to fruition in a multitude of
ways, touching many people.
Which living person do you most
admire?
A former boss, who in the space of 23
years took a sleepy (but extraordinary) rare book collection which was
in financial trouble and turned it into
a well-funded, internationally known
powerhouse of research and production.

What is your greatest extrava·
gance?

Food. I love to eat-and it shows!
And books, of course-food of the
mind.

A mature adult living in society lies
every day, to some degree, to almost
everyone he or she meets, and to him or
herself, constantly. Politeness, necessary compromise, and the creation of an
identity demands it.
What is your greatest fear?
I fear for the safety and security of my
children-so many things that are out
of my control can happen to them, no
matter what I do-but it is the fear of
every good parent, I am convinced.
What is the trait you most
deplore in yourself?

My internal critic. He has been doing
his best to trip me up for two decades
now, but I think I'm close to pinning
him to the mat.

What is the trait you most
deplore in other people?
Arrogance. We're all basically talking
monkeys on this spinning mud ball-n
one should take themselves so serious!

If you could change one thing
about yourself, what would it be?
I would allow myself more time to play,
and be less concerned about what others think.
Which historical figure do you
most identify with?
I don't know any historical figures-no
personally-but I feel a great kinship
with my professional forbearers: great
bookmen like George Parker Winship
(Harvard), Lawrence C. Wroth (Brown
Randolph G. Adams <Michigan), and
dozens of others who moved though
their collections with the same mix of
reverence and naked enthusiasm as I
do, adding here, pruning there, tending
and shaping vast biblio·gardens for
future generations to disport themselves in!
What is your greatest regret?
Student loans!!
What do you consider your greatest achievement?
Making things happen which benefit
others (teaching, showing fabulous
books to an appreciative audience,
pe-r forming on stage, etc.)-it stays
with you, unlike what you do for your
self, which vanishes the moment it is
over.
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Interdisciplinary Senior Seminars
THEA BUTTON '11

as a Religion major, I was in a
seminar with someone from
Engineering, Political Science,
I have begun to love Econ, Math, International
writing my thesis, I love Studies, Psych, Studio Arts,
getting into the nitty-gritty History, and English. Then the
of philosophical points and I 10 of us were given a problem,
love having personal break- say, how to bring humanitarithroughs when I realize an aid to a small village in
how to say that thing that I Africa. Personally I could offer
no answer to
have been trying
It occurred to that question,
to put on paper for
days. It is a real me one day that but with someculmination of the as a liberal arts one who can
three years I have
student, maybe understand the
history of the
spent
in
the
it would be just area, and the
Religion departas productive a political impliment at Trinity
and
and I hope that
use of my time cations,
come December to do something design an advertising campaign
16 (the day after
my oral exam) I interdisciplinary to raise money
am proud of the rather than spe- in the states,
results.
cialized. We offer someone to allo.
.
cate funds in
However,
it
our incoming
this village to
occurred to me
one day that as a freshman a sem - maximize
liberal arts stu- inar that doesn't potential, someone who can
dent, maybe it
line up with a
understand the
would be just as
specific major,
culture and figproductive a use
of my time to do why not give the ure out a plan to
something inter- same opportuni- work with the
people
rather
d is c i pl in a r y
ty to seniors?
than just throwrather than specialized. We offer our incom- ing resources at them, someing freshmen a seminar one who can plan the structhat doesn't line up with a tures and infrastructures we
specific major, why not give might need to be there and get
the same opportunity to everything there, and all of a
sudden, my ability to underseniors?
propose stand the religious conflict
I
therefore
Inter-Disciplinary Senior between the two groups occuSeminars (IDSS) in which a pying the village can actually
group of seniors from a vari- make a difference. Together,
ety of majors got together to maximizing our liberal arts
solve a problem set forth by, potential, we could offer solusay, Jimmy Jones. What if, tions to real world problems.
CONTIUBUTING \VRJTER

Now imagine that there were
50 of these seminars, each
chock full of a mix of disciplines and specialties, and all
of them were given the same
problem, isn't it likely that at
least one would come to a real
world solution?
We are all graduating with
a great liberal arts education.
We have all learned how to
learn in our specific disciplines
and we are better for it. Why
not use that at the height of its
potential? As seniors we have
spent three years learning,
traveling the world, interning,
getting to know brilliant professors and realizing how
much we have learned in so
short a window of time. We are
looking out from our academic
nest at a world in which we
have to fight to get a job, where
our intelligence is necessary
but our intellectual ability
might be used to answer
phones or enter data into Excel
sheets for the next two years.
Wouldn't it be great if for our
last hurrah as undergraduate
students we applied our knowledge and our many perspectives in a group setting, using
our liberal arts degrees to the
best of their abilities before we
lose our intellectual steam?
The IDSS would be the perfect capstone to our four years
here. It would set our school
apart from others like it
because at the end of a Trinity
education you would get to use
everything you had learned
and absorbed as a student to
figure out something real,
potentially changing the world
in the process.

Connecticut Town Is
Beacon for Rest of State
Bridgeport,
New
Haven,
Waterbury, and Stamford electing
conservative combined.
Furthermore,
Republicans and sticking it to Greenwich alone contributed
the
current
more to the state
In a more sub- than its incredibly
political elite.
Because of that, stantial way, the wealthy surroundGreenwich now state tax system ing neighbors such
holds the trifecas Wilton,
New
is heavily
ta of political,
Canaan,
and
dependent on
cultural,
and
Darien.
Greenwich. In
economic power.
According to a
Hartford
Greenwich, 2006, Greenwich 2008
with an area of tax filers, who at Courant
article,
"Greenwich is helponly about 67
the time repre- ing to pay for
square
miles
sented 1.8 perand a popula schools m
West
cent
of the state's Hartford and road
tion of a little
over 60,000, has
in
population, con- repairs
always had a
Rockville."
Because
tributed an
disproportionate
Greenwich is so
astonishing
13
dependent on the
influence on the
percent of all
health of the finanstate. The very
income taxes,
national stereocial industry, any
type
of more than three Wall Street ills
affect not just the
Connecticut as
times the perthe land of countown but also the
centage of the
try clubs and
rest of the state. If
state's five
there is no Wall
cable
knit
sweaters can be
Street bonus handed
largest cities.
out (and taxed),
linked to the
cultural
portrayal
of then there will be no new cars
Greenwich and
Fairfield or goods bought, depriving the
County.
state of crucial revenue. For
In a more substantial way, better or worse, it's a trickle
the state tax system is heavily down system where the fate of
dependent on Greenwich. In almost every other part of the
2006, Greenwich tax filers, state depends on the success
who at the time represented or failure of those at the top.
1.8 percent of the state's popuGreenwich's geographical
lation, contributed an aston- position allows it to be a flashishing 13 percent of all income light projecting its light onto
taxes, more than three times the rest of the state. And when
the percentage of the state's its light bulb flickers, the rest
five largest cities - Hartford, of the state goes dark.

continued from page 3

Rare Books At Watkinson: Not Avatar, But Just As Cool
RICK RING
HE.AD CURATOR & LIBRARIAN
AT THE WATKlNSON

A few weeks ago, after I
had presented and discussed a dozen or so rare
books to a class, I was
speaking with the professor about the lukewarm
response from his students. "When I started as
an undergrad," he said, "I
thought I was hot stuff,
intellectually.
It didn't
take long to realize that I
knew nothing." This is, of
course, the experience
most thirsty young minds
have when they first go to
college. "The thing is," he
continued, "it seems that
these kids don't care about
how little they know."
I understood what he
was saying, but I also sympathize with the kids. It is
generally unfair to plop a
dozen or so 20-year-olds in
front of a few moldering
books and expect them to
react as if they are seeing
"Avatar"in 3-D IMAX. I've
been studying literature
and history for 20 years,
and have been a rare books
librarian for 12. My own
ability to comprehend and
appreciate what is in the

Watkinson
often
seems at every turn, and the barseverely limited-I don't read rage of stimuli available to
many of the lan them through a
guages that the
It may sound multiplicity of
books were writmedia. Given all
strange, but
ten in, and I would
that, I am loathe
working with
not call my know lto try to take
edge of history
away any defense
rare books
and
criticism
they are able to
helped me back erect.
encyclopedic
by
any stretch.
In
to reality, after
However, apafact, most days my
thy
as a longthe hyper-critibrain feels like an
term
coping
cal, clinical,
empty cup.
Of
mechanism has
course, by the end abstract theoret- little to recomof most days, it's
mend it. Take it
ical abattoir of from one who
full.
That's the
absolutely fabugraduate school knows. I'm part
lous part of my in English litera - of the "why bothjob. I learn more
er" generationture (early
m a day at the
grew up m the
Watkinson than I
self-centered
1990s, in the
ever did in a week
1980s.
Over
thick of the
at school.
time, as you pracBut back to
Culture Wars). tice apathy m
apathy-that wondefense,
and
drous tool of the adolescent, effectively distance yourself
and the bane of teachers, par- from anything that can hurt
en ts , and retailers every- you, it becomes hard-wired
where. It is, after all, almost into your psyche, and then it
impossible to penetrate the begins to be tough to feel conadamantine shield of "I don't nected to anything. I guess
care." Indifference is a power- I'm echoing that old maternal
ful defense for a generation of warning: "Don't cross your
kids faced with the sort of eyes or they'll freeze that
bullying we are seeing (real way."
and virtual), the sheer pluralIt may sound strange, but
ity of values they are forced working with rare books
to acknowledge (and respect) helped me back to reality,

after the hyper-critical, clini- himself paged through an
cal, abstract theoretical abat- identical one in planning his
toir of graduate school m voyages, establishes a viscerEnglish literature (early al connection to the past. The
1990s, in the thick of the same is true for a first edition
Culture Wars).
of the Federalist, or
There is a
There is a firsta Dickens novel in
hand
quality first-hand quali- its original monthly
you experience
parts, or the masty you experiwhen you work
sive first edition of
ence when you the King James
with the origiwork with the
nals.
Many
Bible, created to sit
have tried to originals. Many upon the altar in
describe it, and
1611 (we have all of
have tried to
few have sucthese
in
the
The
ceeded.
The describe it, and Watkinson).
more you know
best I've ever
few have sucit
about what you
heard
ceeded.
expressed was
have in your hand,
very un-politithe less you can
cally correct (hetero-male- deny the weight and heft of
centered, but you can easily its meaning, its veracity.
convert it to your gender-fla- That connection, or leap of
vor): the difference between inspiration, can crack the
using a modern edition of a shield of apathetic distance .
My goal here at Trinity is
great work and using the
original is like kissing a pret- to fashion the Watkinson into
ty girl through a pane of a sort of superconductor for
glass.
the humanities. It is where
It is through the senses we accelerate the particles
that you understand the real- (original books, manuscripts,
ity of the experience. Leafing maps , prints , postcards,
through an early edition of posters , engravings, etc.),
Ptolemy's world atlas (the smash them into those
Watkinson has one published shields (which make minds
in 1513, but the earliest one dull and uncaring), and open
with maps was 1477), feeling them to the fabulous potenthe paper, smelling the ink, tialities of creative interacand knowing that Columbus tion.

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Conn. Democrats Win Congressional and Gubernatorial Races
LYDIA KAY '13
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

Last Tuesday's midterm
elections saw Democratic victories in the Connecticut races
for U.S. Congressional seats
and
for
governor.
The
Republicans gained control of
the House of Representatives
with 239 seats, though the
Democratic Party was still able
to maintain the majority of the
Senate. There were 37 Senate
seats up for grabs in Congress
with
seven
Democratic
Senators retiring and 12 seeking re-election. Even though
the Democrats still compose
the majority of the Sen ate,
they went from holding 59
seats to 53 due to some unpredicted losses.
After former Connecticut
senator Christopher Dodd
announced his retirement in
January 2010, the floor was
opened
up
to
either
Connecticut Attorney General
Richard Blumenthal (D) or
businesswoman
Linda
McMahon (R). The seat was
crucial in
securing the
Democrats' majority in Senate .

Though McMahon, former
CEO of World Wrestling
Entertainment (WWE), reportedly spent $40 million out of
h er own pocket on her campaign, she was unable to get
enough support to earn a spot
in
Washington
D.C.
Blumenthal, who has been
Attorney
General
of
Connecticut since 1991, proved
to have more support from
Connecticut residents by
securing 55.1 percent of the
vote with his vow to increase
employment with more job creation and promise to fight for
small businesses. In a press
conference yesterday afternoon
Republican gubernatorial candidate Tom Foley announced
that he would not seek a
recount or a legal challenge in
the governor's race, conceding
to Democrat Dan Malloy.
With former Governor of
Alaska Sarah Palin's support,
Sen. John McCain (R-AZ) was
also able to secure his fifth
term in the Senate. The last
time McCain and Palin campaigned together, prior to the
midterm election, was the
presidential campaign in 2008.

Palin supported him from the
beginning, starting from the
primary with J.D. Hayworth
up until the race against
Rodney Glassman (D). Arizona
stayed true to its history by
electing McCain, seeing as a
Democrat has not represented
Arizona in the Senate for 22
years. Despite previous harsh
comments from Palin regarding McCain's presidential campaign, she has been consistent
in showing her support for his
re-election to a fifth term. He
appeared to coast effortlessly
to victory by securing 59 per
cent of the vote.
As for the Senate race in
New York, Democrat Kirsten
Gillibrand was able to win re election to fill the seat that
Hillary Clinton left behind
when she became Secretary of
State. Gillibrand was seeking
to get elected for a full term in
the Senate, which she did by a
landslide. New York was the
only state in this election to
have two Senate races included on the ballot, along with a
race for a new governor.
Andrew Cuomo was elected as
state governor after defeating

Two Arrests and a Mugging On Campus
continued from page 1
Between 11:30 p.m. on Friday,
Nov. 5 and 1:30 a .m. on
Saturday, two men accosted a
student. The student had been
walking, alone , on Crescent
Street. One of the provokers
carried a handgun and the
other, a knife. They demanded
any possessions on his person
and to protect himself, the student complied. He was forced
to hand over his cell phone,
about $200 in cash, and his
watch, after which, the two
individuals ran off.
The student filed the incident with Campus Safety the
following morning at 10:30
a .m ., but was unable to identify his attackers. As a result,
the incident is still under
investigation by Campus
Safety and the Hartford Police
Crime Squad. Campus Safety
officers are "diligently trying
to come up with some kind of
information," said Morris,
which includes reviewing
video footage from Crescent
Street security cameras.
In addition, a special
detail, comprised of both
Campus Safety officers and
plain-clothed Hartford Police
officer, will be stationed on
Crescent Street in the coming
weeks, ''because of the traffic
of people coming in and out of
that area in the late hours,"
said Morris. This incident
quickly followed the conclusion of an earlier altercation,

·.

·

which also threatened the ble for non-students to enter
safety of Trinity students.
Clements, Downes Memorial,
On October 29, a man unaf- and
Williams
Memorial
filiated with the College Buildings, as well as a few
entered
the
Williams other buildings on campus. As
Memorial
and
Downes a result, "We need to be a little
Memorial
Buildings
and more proactive with walking
attempted to remove items patrols in these buildings. At
from
numerous
offices. this time Campus Safety, as
Assistant to
well as Hartford
Police,
have
the President
Maureen
plain
clothes
Students "should
Field saw the
units that will be
always, always use
trespasser
walking around.
the shuttle whenevand contactThe
Trinity
ed Campus
Community won't
er going into that
recognize a lot of
Safety.
area. You have to be
When
these people, but
cautious and always
many of them will
officers from
use your senses. "
be Hartford Police
Campus
Safety and
officers,"
said
the Hartford
Morris.
-Charlie Morris
Police
Campus
Director
of Campus
Department
Safety
emphaSafety
arrived ,
sizes that stu dents report inciField
was
able
to
dents as soon as
describe the trespasser and possible. Students need to
aided police in the arrest. exercise caution when travelPolice identified the man as ing into areas where incidents
Tyrell Hightower and suspect have previously taken place,
he was involved in burglaries especially in the Crescent
in the Clement Chemistry Street area.
Building in early September.
Students "shou ld always,
Hightower was arrested on always use the shuttle whencharges of criminal trespass, ever going into that area," said
breach of peace, and for pos- Morris. ''You have to be causession of brass knuckles. tious and always use your
Police
placed
additional senses," he continued. In addicharges on Hightower because tion to Campus Safety officers,
of warrants for his arrest, there is a number of resources
related to burglaries he com- on-campus to keep students
mitted at an earlier point.
safe, including campus shut·
Morris said that it is possi- tles and the blue light system.

Tea Party favorite , Carl
Paladino, while Democrat
Chuck Schumer was re-elected
to his fourth term into the
Senate.
Not all states had neckand-neck races for spots in the
Sen ate. Barbara Boxer (D), as
predicted, was able to secure
a n oth er term representing
California, as did Richard
Shelby (R) for Alabama, Lisa
Mu rkowski (R) for Alaska,
Michael Bennet (D) for
Colorado, and several other
candidates who were seeking
representation in their respec·
tive states. In some states,
su ch as Illinois, Indiana,
Arkansas, North Dakota,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin,
the Democrats were unable to
maintain their hold and the
Republican Party stole political representation in Senate.
Though overall the Democrats
were able to keep their majority in Senate, it was not without some tough races and close
contests between candidates.
This year's midterm elections
were reportedly the most
expensive elections in our
nation's history, with spending

reported at around $4 billion.
Democrats were estimated to
have spent about $1.59 billion
and Republicans coming just
ahead with $1. 64 billion,
according to online political
The
Week.
n ewspaper,
Granted, these numbers reflect
t he parties' spendings in every
aspect of the midterm elections, not just the Senate
races, though overall both par
ties outdid themselves and
stopped at no costs to win over
American voters in this year's
midterm elections.

COURTESY OF www.usatoday.com

Blumenthal is Conn.'s newest senator.

Want to
Contribute to
tile Tripo.r'l
Interested in
Writing lor
News?
Contact Emily

Gittleman
or Alyssa Rosenthal at

e111lly-1lttleman<9trineoU.edu
or
alym.rosenthal~eoU.edu
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Equestrian Team Wins
Their First Show Ever
continued from page 1

regions for competition purposes.
now rides out of Oak
After competing in regular
Meadow Farms in East season shows, riders move to
Windsor, Conn., where they regionals, then zones, and
were able to
finally nationals if
host their first
they are able to
ever home show
make it to that
this season.
"[The team]
point. As riders
The
show,
compete
and place
already knows
which is run
they
collect
we have two ridtournament
points, and once a
ers in regionals,
style, featured
rider has collected
varsity
pro35 points they
now we are hopgrams
from
move up to the
ing for zones
schools like the
next division.
and nationals."
University
of
According to
Connecticut and
co-captain Abby
Yale University,
Smitka '11, the
·-Abby Smitka
but Trinity was
team
"already
'11
able to outride
knows we have
all nine compettwo
riders
in
Co-Captain
ing schools to
regionals, now we
take the title of
are hoping for·
High Point Team.
zones and nationals."
In the past, Trinity had
Smitka is hoping to "point
never scored more than 30 out," or reach 35, at the next
points at a show, but they show, while Pucci is currently
received 37 in their October tied for first place in the
24 win. Trinity First-year Region 5 open rider standJennifer Dorfman was the ings.
High Point Rider at the event.
If she remains in first
Pucci said that the team Pucci will be eligible to com was "never even close prior to pete in nationals in Kentucky
this year," and she is very this coming spring.
excited to see what the team
Team members train all
can do in larger competitions. year round, typically riding
The Intercollegiate Horse one to two times a week and
Show Association (IHSA) competing in shows on the
divides the country into weekends.

This Past Friday. November 5th. leaders of multiPle student
organizations came together with visiting members of the
College Board of fellows to share a meal in Mather. The Board
of fellows serves as an advisory board and is com Posed of
Trinity alumni and Parents. They meet twice a year on the
campus to discuss issues of importance to TrinitY. At the
lunch. the students conversed with members of the Board on
toPics ranging from Trinity•s rankings to the connections
Trinity alums hold for the remainder of their lives. The lunch
allowed Board members to learn more about the current campus. esPeciallY the College•s relationship with the citY of
Hartford. from the student Perspective.

Bistro Pub Night is this
Friday, November I2 lrom
IO p.m. to I a.m.
Students over the age ol ZI
are invited to attend!
Bantam bucks ~II be
accepted.

Intercollegiate
Updates

News In Brief

Wesleyan University

Panel Convened to Assess Murder Case

Army Lieutenant Dan Choi spoke at Wesleyan regarding t h e
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" Policy. Choi was one of eight students in his
West Point graduating class to major in Arabic, which he used to
relate to the Iraqi people. Regardless, Choi was discharged in March
2009 after revealing his homosexual identity, after which he became
an advocate for reformation of the policy. Choi was later asked to
return to the army, but decided not to as he still felt excluded by the
policy. In addition to a discussion of the policy, Choi spoke about living in the gay community in general. Many minority students felt
inspired by Choi, and he was very impressed with the responses of the
students in attendance.

A three-judge panel is currently deciding whether Calwyn Fearon is guilty
of murder in the death of his girlfriend, Sharon Tyrell Barnaby, in 2009.
After the shooting, Fearon, who has been diagnosed with schizophrenia, told
police that he shot Barnaby because he thought she was a ghost. He admitted to shooting her with a .25-caliber gun then leaving the scene in Barnaby's
2003 Jaguar. Public Defender Bruce Lorenzen convened the panel in hopes
that it would find Fearon innocent by reason of mental disease. Prosecutor
John Fahey argued that Fearon was completely aware of his actions when he
committed the murder, for he did not call the police afterwards and he threw
the gun away. The judges were announcing this morning that they have
either reached a verdict or need to deliberate further.

Harvard College

Connecticut Man Given Death Penalty

Boston Celtics center Shaquille O'Neal recently expressed interest in
racing on the Charles River against four of Harvard's top rowers with Paul
Pierce, Ray Allen, and Kevin Garnett. The race has the potential to be an
extremely exciting and entertaining showdown between Boston's two most
successful teams. The Celtics and the Crimson have 17 and 16 national
champioilships, respectively, and both have continued to compete at a
championship caliber this season. They each also boast legacies of two of the
greatest coaches of all time in their sports, the Celtics' Red Auerbach and
the Crimson's Harry Parker. There are many potential hindrances to the
competition's occurrence, which include the extremely busy schedules of
both teams, the fact that the Charles is frozen for three months each year,
and the current absence of a boat that O'Neal would fit in. Regardless, the
event would prove to be a delight for all those involved, especially the rowing community, as it would greatly increase the sport's visibility.

Steven Hayes of Winsted, Conn., was sentenced to death by a
Superior Court yesterday for the murders of Jennifer Hawke-Petit
and her daughters Hayley and ~ichaela. Hayes committed the murders during a seven-hour home invasion, robbery, and arson in July
2007 at the family's home in Cheshire. Hayes was sentenced to
death on six counts: killing all three women in a single action,
killing a child under 16, killing Hawke-Petit in the course of a kidnapping, killing Hayley in the course of a kidnapping, killing
Michaela in the course of a kidnapping, and killing Hawke-Petit in
the course of a sexual assault. He will be formally sentenced on
December 2 . The community was in agreement with the jury's verdict. The other defendant in the case, Joshua Komisarjevky of
Cheshire, Conn., is scheduled to go to trial next year and will also
face the death penalty if convicted.
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._ Life on the Long Walk~
A weekly column by Emily Misencik '14
documenting the people, places, and events of Trinity's campus

Top15
Profess rs to Take Before Graduation
(in no particular order)
15. Kevin McMahon - Political Science
14. Samuel Kassow - History
13. Drew Hyland - Philosophy
12. Katharine Power - Theater and Dance
11. Todd Ryan - Phi'losophy
10. Stephen Valocchi - Sociology
9. Dario Del Puppo - Language
8. Raymond Baker - International Studies
7. Ned Cabot - Public Policy and Law
6. Lou Masur - American Studies
5. Nancy Wyshinski - Mathematics
4. Vijay Prashad - International Studies
3. Sarah Bilston - English
2. Susan Masino - Neuroscience
1. Okey Ndibe - English

For many weeks I have heard stu- involved in coaching a winning team.
dents anxiously awaiting Homecoming, [See full review on page 16.l
Trinity's biggest weekend of the fall
Although the big game did not
semester, heightening my own excite- begin until · 1 p.m., tailgating ""'events.
ment. I quickly discovered that around campus started early. Junior.
Trinity's homecoming drastically dif- Ali Romano and her father, Paul
fers from any high school experience. Romano , '81, former captain of the
The arrival of alumni, school-spon- football team, hosted a particularly fessored activities, and a heart-racing tive tailgate with an unending supply
football game created an unfor- ....---------. of breakfast sandwiches. A sea
gettable weekend for all.
of students decked out in
Friday kicked off the homeTrinity apparel filled the
coming festivities with the
stands of the Jessee/Miller
arrival of numerous alumni on
field as fans cheered on their
campus. A Fellows panel and
beloved Bantams. At halftime;
accompanying lunch in Mather
President James F. Jones,
allowed current students, such
Jr. revealed Trinity's .new
as Josh Growney '11 and
fight song, "Go Bantams Go,"
LeAire Wilson '11 , to interwritten by the Charles H .
act with alumni and discuss
Northam Professor of History
various ways to improve
Edward W. Sloan. A band
Trinity. Past graduates and
featuring local charter school
current students also bonded over students joined the Accidentals, dad in
Trinity memories and their love for the traditional varsity sweaters, i~· 'perschool.
forming the song for the crowd.
Friday was also the birthday of my
Trinity's favorite fuzzy mascot
friend, Coco Minot '14 . The North roamed the track throughout the game,
girls made a special trip to West posing for pictures with fans : The
Hartford's Elbow Room to celebrate her game's excitement level increased durbig day. The baked macaroni got rave ing the second half, after coming back
reviews and was instantly gobbled from a losing first part of the game.
down by all. Although we were unable First-year Evan Bunker's amazing
to bake a cake due to North's lack of an plays and game-winning touchdown
oven, a trip to the Cheesecake Factory throw to Chris Hunt '11 had me o~
proved to be an excellent alternative. A the edge of my seat. Trinity won the
late night indulgence of Reese's game 28-13 over the top-ranke~
Cheesecake and a seven layer choco- Amherst squad. The win marked
late cake served as a "sweet" ending to Trinity's fifth straight win and 39th
the beginning of the weekend.
consecutive home victory.
An early morning a cappella concert
Students and alumni celebrated the
in the Vernon Social Center began victory together during the afternoon
Sat4rday's festivities. Each group sang a nd into Saturday night. As I write this
and invited their alumni onstage to article Sunday morning in the deserted
sing one staple song. Lat er that morn- library with my large ca n of Red Bull,
ing, students, parents, and alumni had I've come to the conclusion that Trinity
the option to attend a t alk and book homecoming lived up to all my expecta·
signing with Paul Assaiante, 12 time tions. The weekend was spent celebratmen's National Squash Championship ing our Bantam pride, bringing togethCoach. Assaiante's book, Run to the er current and past Trinity families. I
Road: Coaching to Overcome Fear, 'look forward to next week's events anQ_
gives readers an insight to the hard taking an extremely long nap to c~tcli
work, leadership and mentoring up for my severe lack of sleep. ..
~,.
-

Dancing Queen, Young and
Sweet, Only•••Pantsless?
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It's My Homecoming and I'll Pre .
'
Where I Want to

AT was at a senior shindig on
AT was at a party in Vernon
Tuesday, relaxingwithadrink, watch- Place on Saturday night, watching some people have fun dancing on ing a super senior clad in purple
the stripper pole. It was all fun and velour stumble around clutching
(relatively) chaste games until one at whoever he could reach. A few
eager boy decided to up the ante and minutes later, we hear that he
dance on the pole...sans
took a bathroom break
culottes. He rubbed his AROUND ... in the stairwell. It's
ok though, he couldn't
bare bum up and down
the pole, receiving more
find the bathroom two
RINI'(¥. doors down.
than a few stares.

T

Party Like (You
Graduated) in 1989

o('(\\t\9
('(\eC
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One current senior
was so desperate for a drink that
she went to the Hall tent at the
tailgate to demand a beverage,
claiming that she was a graduate
of
the
class
of
1989.
Unfortunately for her, a fellow
senior who she knew came up
and set the record straight. Props
to her for trying though, she did
manage to score the beer.
r
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Saw something
SCANDALOUS?!?

TELL US ABOUT
IT. AT can't be everywhere at
once, and we need your judging
gaze to help us expose Trin students'
most
embarrassing
moments.
E-MAIL
aroundtrinity@gmail.com
You know you love us. xoxo ...

-
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THE FOOD DUDES: Two LADIES IN SEARCH OF GENIUS IN THE DEPTHS OF HARTFORD

CUISINE

In Search of the Holy Grail: Our Quest to Find the Perfect Burger
EJ EWALD & EMILY WEBER '11
STAFF WRITERS

The first week of November shall
forever mark itself in our memories as
the week we decided to embark on a
mission to find the perfect-burger in
the greater Hartford area. Every
night of the week we voyaged to a different establishment and ordered their
most popular burger. We sincerely
hope that our research as burger pioneers is appreciated, because in our
quest we sacrificed our waistlines and
endured a sense of nausea from stuffing our faces day after day.
MONDAY, MAX BURGER : Deciding
to kick off the week properly, we chose
Max Burger in West Hartford. The
restaurant was well decorated with
longhorn skulls, dark wood, and a
basic steak house atmosphere.
Ambitious, and unaware of what we
were about to get ourselves into, we
each ordered our own burger. At the
waitress's recommendation EJ ordered
the "Blackjack Burger" with eggplant
fries and Weber ordered the "Fatty
Melt" with sweet potato fries. The
burgers were ordered medium-rare
and our expectations were exceeded
when these monstrous beasts came
out. Each 8 oz. burger was juicy, perfectly cooked, and sloppy.
The

"Blackjack" was a blackened burger
topped with jalapeiio jack cheese,
roasted green chilies, guacamole, and
honey·chipotle onions. While we were
delighted by the burger, Weber
thought it could have been spicier.
Next we dove into the appropriately
named "Fatty Melt." This 8 oz. burger
was sandwiched in-between two
grilled cheese sandwiches and was
topped with bacon and tomato. After
our first bite of this burger we found
ourselves in a euphoric transcendent
state of beef bliss. A few chomps later
we were snapped back to reality; as
unbelievable as this burger is, it is
incredibly filling. Four bites is the perfect amount, beyond that you will feel
like you have become the cow you have
eaten.
TUESDAY, HALF·DooR: Still hungover from our first burger expedition,
we traveled to Half-Door, where we
had heard rumors of a delicious halfpound burger. This traditional Irish
Pub was much less of a restaurant
than Max's Burger. No longer rookies
at the burger business, we decided to
split the toadstool burger rather than
each take on our own. Topped with
sauteed onions, mushrooms, bacon,
and Swiss cheese, this burger was
served on a disappointing toasted roll
with shoestring fries. Spoiled by the

Downes-Angus and Moniz in
Harford: Why They Interview
JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11
& GREG MONIZ '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Since last spring John and Greg
have been interviewing Hartford locals
in order to learn more about the people
who live around campus. Here's why.

-

listen to ourselves. But when trying to
establish a relationship with our neighbors, we should listen to what they have
to say about their lives. My mom always
says "Everyone has a story," and she's
right. "Listening to Locals" seeks out
those storie.s.
Freshmen, sophomores, juniors: Email me at JohnDownesAngus@gmail.com
if you'd like to help me make this project continue after Greg and I have graduated.

JOHN :
I began "Friends from Frog Hollow"
(now called "Listening to Locals:
Glimpses of Hartford") second semester
GREG:
of last year. I decided to begin this projI'd like to think I'm a pretty obserect after reading a Letter to the Editor
in the Tripod in which a group of profes- vant person. At times I like to sit back
sors called out a student for being racist and watch and just think about everyin an article she wrote. I disagreed with thing I'm seeing. In my head I fill in the
their accusation - it seemed outlandish blanks, creating storylines for strangers
I'll probably never see again. Hartford is
and unfair.
The letter frustrated me, and I a great place to do that. I've watched the
turned into this pretty ugly, resentful 5 o'clock shuffle of office workers downundergrad know-it-all who wanted to town, parents meeting their children at
call out the professors for doing some- the bus stop on Broad Street, and police
thing I thought was wrong. l e-mailed a breaking up a fight between teenagers
couple of them, said some obnoxious on Farmington Avenue.
But most of my observations have
stuff, asked for an interview, and was
essentially told to buzz off. In retro- come from the safe, enclosed space of
spect, I would have told me to buzz off, my car, and I've realized that for a city
I've lived in on and off for about three
too.
After cooling off I realized I had lost years, I don't know it as well as I should.
Working on "Friends From Frog
sight of the .real problem. I had turned
my attention inwards - selfishly- Hollow" has helped me establish a pertowards the college and myself. This sonal connection with the sometimes
seems to happen a lot. We seem always chaotic, sometimes eerily quiet city
to talk amongst ourselves in order to around us . I've met a few Puerto Rican
determine how best to relate to the com- guys trying to live their dream by ownmunity that surrounds our school. ing a small business on Park Street. I've
Doesn't that seem sort of like a paradox? talked with a young woman of just 19 at
"Let's debate amongst ourselves to fig- the train station whose streak of
grounded independence made me jealure out who they are."
Professors should, if they see it, call . ous. I've had a few people look at me
us out for racism, ignorance and unfair suspiciously and walk away. Every time
assessments of Trinity's surrounding I extend my hand and say "Hi, my name
community. That's how they help us is Greg and I'd like to ask you some
grow outside the classroom - they basic question about life ... " is a thrilling
teach us to take a look at ourselves, to adventure.

previous night's experience, we were
not very inspired by this burger. Don't
get us wrong, this burger was perfectly tasty, but not extraordinary.
WEDNESDAY: We took the day off.
We apologize, but a break from our
task was greatly needed. Weber was
plagued with nightmares of being
chased by vengeful heifers, EJ dryheaved whenever she passed the
McDonalds on Washington Street.
THURSDAY, PLAN B: Well rested,
Weber traveled to Plan B without EJ,
who was still out of commission. This
was the first place with a wait for a
table. This small establishment followed the trend of dimly lit wooden
rooms . Weber ordered the bacon
cheeseburger with the disco fries,
while her friend ordered the Parmesan
fries. Plan B was the only burger
place that did not allow us to specify
how we wanted our beef cooked.
Instead our only options were "pink" or
"no pink." The burger came out pink,
which we'd equate to a medium
cooked burger. Topped with American
cheese, bacon, caramelized onions, and
garlic mayo, this thick burger was
unbelievably good. The gooey melted
nature of the cheese was particularly
delectable. The side fries were equally
delicious. The disco fries, for the uninformed reader, are fries topped with

gravy and cheese. Eat these quickly
because they'll get soggy if you wait.
On our way out we ran into friends,
whose truffle fries Weber obviously
had to sample. If you like truffle oil
you must get these gems.
FRIDAY, THE COUNTER: Our final
destination was The Counter. This
restaurant provides its customers with
a humble diner-like ambiance, and
unlike the aforementioned restaurants
it is neither dimly lit nor are its walls
wooden-paneled; it's probably best
suited for a late afternoon lunch with
friends. Weber and EJ shared the
Counter Burger, a 113 pound beef patty
with provolone, crispy onion strings,
lettuce, sauteed mushrooms, tomato,
and sun-dried tomato vinaigrette on
the side. As wonderful as this combination sounds, it simply paled in comparison to the other burgers we had
tried. Like the Half-Door burger, it
was satisfying but not spectacular.
To wrap this lengthy analysis up,
you cannot go wrong ordering burgers
from these restaurants, but you can go
mediocre. For a truly gourmet
experience, Weber and EJ would
recommend Max Burger as the
best, both for the caliber of its
hamburger and the atmosphere
it offers . Until next week, bon
appetit!

Trinity Bachelors
SENIOR: DJ PhilistineAlso known as Austen Afridi, he's been blowing up all over the lnterwebz,
from websites such as BroBible to Fresh New Tracks to the Beat Brothel. Snag
him while you can, because before you know it he'll be the next Sammy
Adams and the girls of the Class of '15 will be all over that.
JUNIOR: Scotty EckenthalFor those of you who are unaware, Sir Scotty is a triple threat here at
Trinity College. Not only is he capable of serenading you passionately, but he
can also use that little ditty to inform you about all the activities he is a part
of planning on campus. Plus, he dresses just sooooo fly.
SoPHOMORE: Vince Novelli-

As a sophomore, Novelli has been impressively involved in campus activities, from giving tours to reppin' the Mill and Temple of Hip Hop. He breaks
the Trinity mold, and doesn't look half bad while doing it.
FIRST-YEAR: Evan BunkerThis football all-star has made a splash on campus, and recently threw the
winning touchdown at Homecoming. Not only is he pleasing on the eyes, but
he'll will definitely please mom and dad; he's a total catch.
HONORABLE MENTIONS: Luc Rioual '11, Katie DuVal '13, Emily Gittleman '11,
Johan Detter '13, Patrick Stormes Swan '11 , TJ Tarca '11

SARAH·LAWRENCE•COLLEGE
WRITING+SLC+NYCI

WRITING?
SERIO.~;~ NEW YORK?

SERIOUSLY
INTERESTED IN

•

Achieve your full potential as a writer by enrolling in
Sarah Lawrence College's Spring Writing Semester
in New York!
• Work one-on-one with SLC's distinguished writing faculty
• Attend organized readings and literary events
on-campus and in

NYC

• Receive 15 transferable academic credits
........,;..;;.

With 8 million stories at your
doorsteP, and 44 wooded acres
at your feet, you'// hove plenty
of material to work with.

• Reside on SLC's suburban campus 30 minutes from
Manhattan and interact with SLC students and a
supportive community of successful writers

Learn more and meet the faculty at

www.slc.edu/ springwriting

R:~:~~~.;,ro~.d~~~.~umn~~fo~~~?h~~? jThe Gavel: SGA This Weeki
and has also lectured at the
University of Connecticut
School of Law and Wesleyan
University. Also a published
author, Curran has written
Principles of Financial Man agement and An Economic Approach to the Regulation of the
Securities Markets. He cur·
rently serves as a member of
the American Economic Asso·
ciation, American Finance Association,
and
Financial
Management Association.
Attendees Raether, Kraus ,
and Merin are former students of Curran's and were at
one point or another on T:rin·
ity's Board of Trustees. Since
graduation, all three alumni
have maintained a strong re·
lationship with their former
professor. In 2008, alongside
his wife, Kraus established
the Jill G. and Peter S. Kraus
'74 Fund for Presidential
Scholars, and a few years earlier he created Curran's current title, the Ward S. Curran
'57 Distinguished Professor·
ship in Economics. Besides
serving as a trustee from 1998
until 2006, Kraus has worked
as a class agent, a member of
the Reunion Gift Committee
and Class Executive Board,
and as program chair of the
Reunion Gift Committee . At
the 30th reunion of his gradu·
ation , in 2004,
Trinity
awarded Kraus an Alumni
Medal for Excellence.

Merin has also remained
an active member of the College community and a gen.er·
ous donor. Notably, in addition
to setting up the Ward S. Curran Fund, Merin also set up a
$2.5 million challenge gift in
2007 to establish a scholarship
program for a student from
the Hartford area to attend
Trinity.
Merin was a significant
donor during construction of
the Raether Library and Infor
mation Technology Center,
which was given as a gift in
honor of G. Fox Professor of
Economics Emeritus Richard
Scheuch. Now retired and in
his nineties, Scheuch was Cur·
ran's own economics professor
during his undergraduate
years in Trinity.

dergraduate years in Trinity.
Raether, Jones noted, is
"the single greatest philanthropist in Trinity history and
the longest serving board
chair in Trinity's long history. " He currently serves as
the Chairman of the College's
Board of Trustees.
Jones was pleased that the
event this past weekend was
a way to not only honor Curran, but to bring together
multiple generations of pro·
fessors and students. "A great
many years ago, a reporter in
the Midwest asked me to de·
fine a school," said Jones. "I
was flummoxed, because
schools are at the end of the
day very amorphous entities.
But I responded to her that
schools are at root assem blages of voices. And last Fri·
day night, we had the best
possible example of why Trinity matters to the world.
"At the dinner was
[Scheuch] who taught the
young Ward Curran more
than half a century ago, when
Ward took three trains from
Illinois, arrived at Union Sta·
tion downtown, and walked
with one suitcase down Broad
Street to Trinity [...] Speaking at the dinner were three
of Ward Curran's students, all
of whom have gone on to stellar careers in the financial
world, thanks in large part to
COURTESY OF NICK LACY
the education they received
Prof. Ward C urran spoke at th e event here.

n ormat1on
The Veteran's Day Ceremony is this
Thursday, November 11th at 6PM
in the Cave Patio. Please come join
us in honoring our veterans!
PLEDGE NOT TO LITTER AT
TRINITY! SGA members will be
tabling to collect signatures Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
night at Mather. Let's clean up our
act!
Want to take a professor out to
dinner? Don't forget that the After
Hours program exists!

Wraps $5.99

Side Orders

Chicken Twister • BBQ Chicken • Chicken Caesar
Chicken F.anch • Bu&lo Chicken • Chicken Cutlet

French Fries ...... .. ....... .. .................................. 2.50
Onion Rings ......................................... ... .. ... .... 3.00
Mozzarella Sticks ........ .. ... ......... ............ ............ 4.50
Chicken Fingers with Fries ................................ 6.75
Curly Fries .. ...... .... ... .. .. .. ...... .... ......................... 3.00
Chill! Cheese Fries ..................... .. ........... 4.99
Potato Skin ....... .. .................................. ..... .. .. .. . 5.50
Boppers (Stuffed]alapenos) ........ ........ .......... .. . 4.50
Fried Dough (15 pieces) ......................... 3.75
Cheesy Bread ..... .. .. .. .... ... .. .. .. .. .. ......... .. .. 5.99
Garlic Bread .... .. ....... .. .......... .. ... Sm. 1.50 •Lg. 2 .50
Garlic Bread with Cheese ........ .. Sm. 2.50 • Lg. 3.99
Grilled Cheese .... .. .. .. ......... .. ........................ .. ... 2.50

mu
"Served wfth Onion. Peppers. Provolone Cheese & Marinara Sauce

(860) 278-4334
www.choiceonepizza.com
Home o( the Fresh Pizza. We Make Our Pizzas with the Anesi
Ingredients Using Fttsh Dough Made Dally on the Premises In
Mouth Watering Sauce, a Special Blend of Cheese and Topped
with the Fttshest Toppings of Your Choice.

Choice One Pizza
SlllAll (12").................. 7.50
Medium (14") .............. 9.50
Large (16") ................ 11.99
Sheet (18" x 26") ....... 16.99

Topping ........................0.80
Topping ....................... .1.25
Topping ........................ 1.75
Topping ........................ 3. SO

Pizza Toppings
Mazzare111. Pepperoni, Ancho\ies. Cllves. Plneapfie, Peppers, Garlic,
Bacon. S. ~. Broccoi. Spnach, Onions. Ham. Oicken. Hambuiger.
Mushrooms. Tomato, Ricotta. ~•nt Hot Peppers. BBQ Oicken

8" Half 12" Whole
All Veggie ................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
BLT.. ................. .......................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Chicken Cutlet ............................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
*Chicken Parmlglana .................................. 5.99 ............ 7.95
*Eggplant ................................................... 5.99 ........ .... 7.95
Fish ............................................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
Ham & Cheese................. ........................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Italian Cold Cut .......................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
*Meatball ....................................................5.99 ............ 7.95
Pastrami ..................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Pepperoni ................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Roast Beef.. ................................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
Salaml ........................................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
*Sausage ............ ........................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
Steak & Cheese ........................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Tuna ........................................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
Turkey ........................................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95
Turkey & Bacon .......................................... 5.99 ............ 7.95
*Veal Pmmlgiana ........................................ 5.99 ............ 7.95

cw...i&Sb1mpad4Jlloml~

Sandwiches
Mouth Waterm, Spedalty Pizzas
Small Medium Large Sheet
Meat Choice .................... .10.99...... 14.99 ..... 17.99 ..... 27.99

Served wlh Cheese, LE!iuce. Torrato. Mayo am Frerrh Fries

Ham ............................... 5.00
Turkey ............................ 5.00

Tuna ................... ............ 5.00
Chicken .......................... 5.00

BOO Satre. BOO CJlckm 5 Cl'ioos

Bacon lAluble Che.eseburger .. 10.99 ...... 13.99 ..... 16.99 ..... 25.99
Special Cholce ..................11.99...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 27.99
f\>i:pe:ai. 5IJusllge. Qion. c;..,, ~. Must.ooms 5 0o<f

Veggie Cholce ................... 10.99 ...... 14.99 ..... 17.99 ..... 28.99
Fresh Tomatoes, Blad< Oives, Onion. Green Peppers 8: Mushrooms

White Veggie Choice......... 10.99 ...... 14.99 ..... 17.99 ..... 27.99
FA!ShTomatoes, CliveCli, Cl!fi:, Rkota!, Mozz111d! 5 ~h

Chicken Choice ................. 11.99 ...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99
Satiee!, IJ&fily 5µce:J Oi:km IClth FA!Sh T0!71!!oes. $pees 5 !idia Cheese

Super Choice Combo ....... .12.99 ...... 16.99 ..... 19.99 ..... 29.99
Gtm1 l'eppert Qoion. llim. IJeel. lll>c; CIM!s. ~. SIJJ,.ge, E1Km5 ltlshoons

Ranch Chicken Cholce ...... 11.99 ...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99
Grilled Seasoned Oid<en. Garlic and Fresh Tomato "'1th Ranch Sauce

Hamburger ..................... 2.99
Cheeseburger .................3.75
Bacon Cheeseburger ....... 4.25
~le Bacoo Cheeseburger ...5.75

with Fries ....................... 4.75
with Fries ....................... 5.25
with Fries ....................... 5.50
with Fries ....................... 7.25

Jumbo Buffalo Win.fl
T!fOzr~Jcy\llrilS... l!l!yareflggeram Better
BOO • Mid • Ha • Sddc!e • Hooey [fon • Honey llBQ
Holley Mustiltd • S(ic y ~

10 pc .... ....... ............................. ............................... .......... .. 6.50
20 pc ........................................................... ....................... 11.50
30 pc ......................... ............ ............................................. 16.75
40pc ............................................... ................................... 21 .50

Calzone ........................... 7.50 Add Items. '. ..: ............ .1.00

Small

Large

Tossed ......................... .. .. .. ..... .. 4.50 .. .. .. .. .. ... ... 5.75
Lettuce. Tomatoes, Onfons. Peppers & Cucumber

Fried Ch!cken ..... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... .. .. 5.50 ................ 7.75
Grilled Chlcken ..... .. .......... ........ 5.50 ................ 7.75
Buffalo Chlcken ............. .. .. .. ..... 5.50 .......... .. .. . 7.75
Grilled Cajun Ch!cken .. .......... .. . 5.50 ...... .. ... .. ... 7.75
Honey Crispy Chicken .... .. .. ...... 5.50 ....... .. ...... . 7.75
Chef. ... ....................... .. ............. 5.50 ............ .. . 7.75

Boneless Buffalo Win.ts
5 pc ............................................... .............. ........................ 5.99
10 pc ................................................................................... 9.99
15 pc ..................... ............................................................. 13.99
20 pc .................................................................................. 17.99

Fried Chicken
Half Chicken ...................................................................... 8.50
Served with Salad. Fries am Gadk Bread

• Small Cheese Pizza
• Any 8" Grinder or Wrap • Cheesy Bread
• 5 pc Bone or Boneless Buffalo Wings
• Any Small Salad with Garlic Bread
• Baked Pasta with Garlic Bread

Choice #1

Choice #2

1 Large 16"
One-Topping Pizza
& Free 2 -Liter Soda

1- 8" Sub,
10 Buffalo Wings
and 2 Cans of Soda

$12.99 +tax

$10.99 +rax

Choice #3

Choice #4

1Small12"
One-Topping Pizza
and 2 Cans of Soda

1 Sheet 26" Pizza
with 1 Topping and
Free 2-Liter Soda

$8.99 +tax

$19.99 +tax

Choice #5

Choice #6
1 - 8" Grinder $6.99
1 - 12" Grinder $8.99
Smred withl Can c:i
Soda and 1 Bag of Chips

2Medium 14"
Two-Topping P'IZzas
& Free Cheesy Bread

$20.99 +tax

Plus tax

Ham and Turkey with Provolone Cheese

Greek .......... .......... ..... ............... 5.50 ... ... .. .. .. .. .. 7.75
With Feta Cheese and Greek OJves

Antlpasto .... .. ................ ............ 5.50 .. ....... .. ..... 7.75
Ham. Genoa Salami and Pepperoni

Tuna .. .. ... ............ .. ... .. .. .... .. .. ..... 5.50 ..... ........ .. . 7.75

Desserts
Chocolate Cake............... 2.99

Dinner Choices
Served with Garlc Bread & Salad

Spaghetti or Zill. .. ... ...... .. .. .... .. .......................... 6.50
Spaghetti with Meatball .... ... .. ... .. .......... ..... .. .. ... 8.50
Sausage or Shrimp ... ......... .. .... ....... .. ....... ......... 8.50
Ravioli, Meat or Cheese ... .. .. .. .. ...... ......... ...... .... 7.50
Manicottl .. .. ..... .. ...... .. .. ...... .. ..... .... .. ..... .... .... .. .. . 7.50
Lasagna .............. .. ... .. .. .. .... ... .. .. ........ ....... .... .. ... 8.00
Chicken Parmesan

with Spaghetti or Ziii ...... ....... .. ..... ... ...... .. .. .. .. .. . 8.50
Veal Parmesan

with Spaghetti or Zit! ..... ................... ................ 8.50
&w>lant Parmesan

Bu&lo Chicken Cholce ..... 11.99...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99

Calzone

AD Salads Served with Garlic Bread

Barters

Hawnllan Pizza ................. 10.99 ...... 13.99 ..... 16.99 ..... 25.99
Ham. Ane4Jje 5 Eidm Cheese

Salads

Cheesecake .................... 2.99

Beef. Sausage. fl>i:pe:ai. Ham 5 8'cal

BBQ Chicken .................... 11.99...... 15.99 ..... 18.99 ..... 28.99

mu
mu

$4.00 Lunch Specials
Avallablle from llam to 2pm

with Spaghetti or Ziii ....................... .. ...... .. ...... 7.50

Seafood
Served with Salad. Garlic Bread & French Fries

Fish & Chips .................. .. ................. .... .. .. ... ..... 8.00
Fried Clams ............... .... .... .. ..... .... .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. . 8.00
Fried Shrimp .. ....... .....
. ............................ 8.00
Fried Scallops............
.. ................... 8.00
Seafood Platter .. .. .. ....
........ .................. 11. 00

Choice #7

Choice #8

3 Pizzas with 1 Topping
12" Small $5 each
14" Medium $7 each
16" Large $9 each

2 Cheese Pizzas
12" Small $11.99
14" Medium $14.99
16" Large $17.99

'Must Buy 3 Ams. flus Ill
Topplna>.,.,._

'Mus! Buy 2 Pizzas. flus tu
T<>pp!na>.,.,._

Choice #9
1 Cheese Pizza, 2 Buffalo & 2 Boneless Wings,
4 Mozzarella Sticks & Fried Dough
14" Medium $15.99
12" Small $13.99
16" Large $17.99

.

Plus tax. Topptnas utra.

Choice #10

.

1 Cheese Pizza,10 Buffalo Wings, & 1 2-Liter Soda
12" Small $12.99
14" Medium $14.99
16" Large $16.99
Plus !BX. Toppln4s utta.

Choice #11
One Sheet 26" Pizza w/ one Topping
10 pc. Buffalo Wings, Fried Dough & 211 Soda

$28.99 +tax

HUMOUR
of
Jl fi>au.s

mc~"<ri> :)C>ro~uction
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Defending our Freedom of Speech, 24/Sev.
DR. M. K. McEVOY PhD ESQ.
EMPHASIS ON TH E "ESQUIRE"

I hope you all enjoyed Homecoming
Weekend. From what I hear, the weather was perfect, the football team beat
Amherst, and a generally good time was
had by all. I say, "from what I heard"
because I did not really get to participate
in the weekend's festivities. Yes, while
ou ingrates were sipping Captain and
cider and informing the Amherst quarterback that his parents don't love him, I
was in the library laboring to protect
our First Amendment rights. You see,
the past week saw the occurrence of an
egregious infringement on our constitutionally protected right to free speech,
and I decided I simply could not sit idly
by on the stadium bleachers in the face
of such an injustice. Rather, I elected to
spend the weekend immersed in the
wonderful world of jurisprudence, readi~g important-looking leather-bound
books and fighting for your freedom.
You're welcome.
Let me begin by setting the scene: It
was a normal Friday afternoon in the
suburbs of Cleveland, Ohio. Elevenear-old Christian Summers was riding
the bus home from his school, Thoreau
Park Elementary. As it was the beg~
ning of the weekend, young Christian
was in good spirits, and was looking forward to playing video games at home.
He spent the majority of the bus ride
laughing and making merry with his
peers, as 11-year-old boys are often
wont to do. But then Christian did

The only thing Christian has to fear is fear
itself. And farts. Mostly farts, actually.

something that would change everything:
something we've all done before and something we will all do again. Little Christian
Summers farted, and neither he nor the face
of the American legal system will ever be the
same again. You see, Christian's school bus
driver apparently possesses the super-human
trait of being wholly immune to occasional
bouts of flatulence, and as such, she decided
it was appropriate to write Christian up for
his natural, likely uncontrollable emission.
She opined that Christian "thinks it's funny
to pass gas while in the van ... when others
scream, he laughs" on the write-up form,
and, for his transgression, Christian received
an hour of detention.
Before I even go into the legal implications of this case, I'd like to explore the validity of the very case itself. First of all, according to Fox News, the other children on the
bus found Christian's flatulence humorous.
I'm about as apt to believe Fox News as I am
to believe crotchety Midwestern school-bus
drivers, so in order to uncover the truth, I
conducted a social experiment. I walked into
a fifth-grade classroom and passed gas.
Then I walked into another fifth-grade classroom and said the word "fart." The uproarious laughter that resulted in both cases leads
me to conclude that 11-year-olds think farts
are about the funniest thing smce
Spongebob, and thus I think the bus driver is
lying.
Second, although I realize that thorough
scientific and medical studies must be performed on the bus driver before any sort of
equivocal conclusion about her gastrointestinal tract can be reached, I challenge the
assertion that the bus driver is somehow
immune to flatulence, or that she has never
passed gas on the bus before. I believe this
assertion is implicit in her indictment of
Christian, or more specifically, in the moral
high ground she has reserved the right to
stand on in condemning Christian's actions.
Who is the bus driver to make such judgments? Does she honestly expect us to
believe she's never farted on her bus before?
Let he who is without sin cast the first stone,
and let she who is without gas shoot the first
dirty look. Furthermore, through the logical
principle of" (s)he who smelt it, dealt it," we

can hypothesize that the smeller in question
(i.e. the bus driver) may have indeed even
been the dealer of the fart, and according to
the judicial principal of a minori ad majus,
we can logically conclude that if she did fart
on that occasion, it is reasonable to assume
that she farts on a regular basis. I conclude
that the bus driver in question is both a liar
and a charlatan, and that this case is inherently illegitimate, as it is based on falsehoods
and hypocrisy, quod erat demonstrandum.
The erroneous nature of this case has
not, however, stopped it from inflicting
irreparable emotional damage on Christian,
whose parents say the threat of four to five
days detention for a repeat offense has left
him "fearful of his flatulence." A childhood
spent in fear of the inevitability of one's own
farts is barbaric punishment that simply does
not fit the nature of the alleged "crime." It is
worth noting that the detention and subsequent emotional duress Christian suffered
could also, in fact, constitute a form of" cruel
and unusual punishment," which is explicitly
prohibited in the Eighth Amendment to the
Constitution. I, however, will confine my
discussion to the impact of Christian's case
on the First Amendment, specifically to the
right to freedom of speech.
In my opinion, Christian's fart can be
viewed as a simple expression of free speech,
and should be protected as such. Neither the
bus driver nor the school district had cause
to infringe upon Christian's constitutionally
mandated right to free speech in any way.
We can look to the 1919 Schenk v. United
States Supreme Court Case for clarification
as to what circumstances it is appropriate to
limit free speech in. The resulting opinion of
the Court established that free speech can be
limited when it presents a "clear and present
danger . .. that will bring about the substantive evils that Congress has a right to protect," as illustrated by Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes' famous "falsely shouting
fire in a crowded theatre" example. While it
is true that the fart served no conceivable
useful purpose to the majority, it also failed
to create an element of "clear and present
danger" to anyone on or off the bus, and
therefore the fart as an exercise of free
speech on Christian's behalf should not have

Lesson of the Week
•

NO FARTING ON THE BUS!

been limited as it was.
In the related 1968 case of Cohen
v. California, the Supreme Court ruled
in favor of John Robert Cohen, who
had been convicted by the state of
"willfully and maliciously disturbing
the peace" by wearing a jacket that
read "F 000 the Draft" in a courtroom.
They upheld Cohen's right to exercise
his freedom of speech through the slogan on his T-shirt, stating "the State
may not, consistently with the First
and Fourteenth Amendments, make
the simple public display of this single
four-letter expletive a criminal
offense."
If our right to freedom of speech
extends to protect our writings and
our wardrobes, then why not our
wind-breaking as well? This arbitrary
distinction between these various ways
in which free speech may and may not
be exercised is the linchpin that the
Parma County School District's case
rests upon, and if their decision is
upheld, it creates a dangerous precedent. If an 11-year-old boy can be
penalized for an audible outburst that
he is literally unable to control, then
what's to stop me from being punished
in some way for voluntarily expressing
my opinion vocally or otherwise? This
precedent opens up the possibility of
further limitations on free speech in
the future, and therefore I urge everyone to rise up as one and fight this
decision. Freedom of speech is a monumentally important right. It is also
what allowed me to write 1200 words
about farting in the public forum of a
college newspaper right now. Think
about that, and God Bless America.

•
•
•
•
••
•

•

Because in the long run you'll be dead anyway and literally NOTHING actually mattersl So why notl E-mail Meg at
meghan. mcevoy@trincoll.edu
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Seminal Native American Writer, Poet Simon Ortiz Gives Reading
continued from page 1
Literature ," asserts Burke .
"His work consistently fights
for the recognition of indigenous peoples as sovereign
nations and the integrity of
their intellectual contributions, and emphasizes the
importance of social and ecojustice not yet achieved on this
continent. For many scholars
working after him, Simon's
voice remains iconic and he
continues to be a leading figure
in the fight for indigenous
rights."
Credentials seem almost
unimportant when considering
the worth of Ortiz's work, but
there's quite a few, some of
them quite impressive, and

he's earned them, so I'll mention them here. First (seemingly as all great revolutionaries
of the late 20th century) he's a
veteran of the Vietnam War.
Second, third, and so on, Ortiz
has taught at the University of
New Mexico, and Arizona
State (where he currently
teaches) , along with a handful
of other universities nationwide , working with English
departments at both institutions to build competent programs for Native American
study. In 1968, he received a
writers fellowship from the
University of Iowa. As of the
mid-80s, he was the appointed
tribal interpreter for the
Acoma Pueblo, its first
Lieutenant Governor, and

PHOTO CREDTT: BENJAMIN PATE [ ' 11

Simon O rtiz, 69 year old poet and writer, read Thursday from his collected works.

later, a consulting editor for
the Pueblo of Acoma Press.
Ortiz is recipient of a
Humanities Award, a National
Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
Discovery Award, a Reader's
Digest Writer's Award, a NEA
fellowship, as well as two lifetime achievement awards from
two different national Native
American councils on liter a ture. To date, he has authored
over 25 volumes of poetry,
prose, criticism. He is currently working on a seven year
project - a work of comparative criticism in collaboration
with German American scholar Gabriele Schwab. Most
notably, he is a father of three,
and a grandfather of eight.
Thursday's reading was
made possible by the A.K.
Smith fund, which, despite
recent budget blows, has con tinued to attract sought-after
intellects. From the scholar's
nonchalant
attitude
and
appearance a downplayed
brown button-up, jeans, and a
red-coral turquoise necklace you wouldn't guess he was a
revolutionary activist. Of
course, as soon as he opened
his mouth, assumptions were
out the door. Readings with
both intriguing personality,
and engaging content, are
rare . Ortiz's reading was, as
such, rare . His voice, bearing,
and words brought the best of
a colorful oral tradition to
Rittenberg Lounge.
"I'm glad it's not 1981,"
began Ortiz. "I'm glad it's
now." Most of us, not yet born

in 1981, felt the same way, as
we would otherwise not have
had an opportunity to meet the
extraordinary humanitarian.
Ortiz began by reading from a
part of his collaborative workin·progress, a dialogical linguistic work tentatively titled
Children of Fire, Children of
Water.
Kicking off the reading (and
throughout), to listener's
enchantment, Ortiz broke into
song. The sung excerpt was
called "Let's Go, California."
Poetry, prose, and song were
read aloud in his reverberating
baritone, establishing a soulful
overtone above and outside the
meaning of the material presented. Previous to this reading, it is doubtful any audience
in the Rittenberg Lounge has
fully realized the acoustics
engineer's competence (he
deserves a quick thank-you
note) . To Ortiz, this first represented, and drove forward, a
sense of indigenous, and
American identity. Its theme,
embodied within oral tradition, encouraged listener's to
reflect on their contribution to
the national narrative . If you
don't know what a (or our)
national narrative is, you're
probably one of its more com plicit participants. Think of it
as a worldview, one which
Ortiz, and writers of his tradition, are constantly seeking to
correct. Historically, indigenous peoples have been invisible, or at least suppressed, in
the American narrative . To
Ortiz, it is only when we con-

tribute to the narrative, that
we become a part of the people.
Thus the importance of turning up the volume of the
Native American voice in our
national narrative, a mission
accomplished through events
such as Thursday's reading.
From Sand Creek: Rising
In This Heart lVhich Is Our
America,
Ortiz's
second
excerpted reading, focused on
the question of how we deal
with history. Put another way,
it was an interrogation into the
means by which we make one
another invisible. This question was addressed through
poetry that was contemplative
in its reserve, and forceful in
its delivery. Though the ideas
within the poems were difficult
to decipher from a New
England perspective . His next
selection, from Woven Stone,
highlighted the exploitation of
the American southwest by the
military industrial complex,
with special attention to the
living conditions of uranium
miners. Pick up the book. It's
shockin~, but then, so are most
suppressed histories.
Ortiz concluded the event
with a performance of the
"Beginning and Ending Song,"
inspired by the legal action
and dialogue ensuing the occu pation of Wounded Knee in
1973. Look that up, too. The
song was met with an ovation.
A book signing and catered
reception followed the reading.
Encouragingly, there was less
interest in the food than the
author. The food was delicious.

-·

''Poets Korner in Venice" is Great Success at the Underground
VERITY SAYLES '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Poet's Korner in Venice" was
hosted by the Nu Psi chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc.
(a
multicultural
Greek
Organization about to celebrate
it's lOOth year on campus), the
Italian Club, the Underground,
and several R.A.s on campus.
I settled in an armchair and
munched on a cannoli, provided
by the Italian club, and sipped a
hot vanilla chai, taking advantage of the Underground's contribution of free drinks for the
first 25 people. The setting of
the Underground complimented
the concept behind "A Poet's
Korner," which was inspired by
the Italian Renaissance and
based around the idea of educated individuals gathering m
small groups to share creativity
and delight in the intellectual.
Featuring musicians, several
poets, and the opportunity for
open mic time, the cozy
Underground was brimming
with talented students echoing
the intentions of Venetian scholars, but with better snacks.
The night began with an
introduction by PKA Polemarch
Ryan Greis '11 and Malcolm

Douglas Brown '11 welcoming
everyone before handing the mic
to Mixashawn, a musician from
East Hartford, Conn., equipped
with a kana, a South American
bamboo flute. Mixashawn began
by creating a "circle of sound," to
remind the audience that we are
connected in a circle of life. He
played a low, haunting tone that
slowly grew into a wail, punctuated with trilling notes, reminiscent of Native American flutes,
and can be attributed to
Mixashawn's Maheekanew heritage. He would periodically stop
and tap his foot to the rhythm,
allowing his voice to fill the
Underground. Mixashawn then
asked the audience to participate, stressing the importance
of practicing rhythm, for, "If you
don't practice rhythm, you'll get
a heart attack ... and you won't
be very exciting adults." After a
rhythmic and rousing call and
response, Will Seals '11 took the
stage and began the night of
poetry by sharing several poems
musing on love and romance.
Brown, playing the roles of
host, D.J., and poet, then shared
a poem he wrote about "Assata
Shakur," a Cuban revolutionary.
Brown's background in theater
was apparent, as he recited the

poem from memory and used
rhythmic intonation to draw the
listeners into a piece that linked
past history with the truths of
today.
Up next was hip-hop artist
Rodney "J. Prophet'' Reynolds, a
student from Yale University
Divinity School who read two
pieces:
Robert
Hayden's,
"Homage to the Empress of the
Blues"
and
"Dear John
Coltrane," by Michael S. Harper
- poems which have a strong
influence on J. Prophet's own
work. J. Prophet toyed with contrasting vocal tones during the
Harper reading. His liquid
smooth voice sang "A Love
Supreme . . . A Love Supreme,"
before breaking into the pulsing
and punctuated verses of
Harper's poem, a splicing of
style which made for a striking
performance. J Prophet then
kept his eyes closed, allowing
his words take center stage, as
he recited an original poem in
order to honor his grandparents,
stressing the importance of honoring people while they are
alive.
Romulus Perez, a graduate
of the Trinity Masters program
in English, then read his own
poem, "A Strong and Silent

Love,"
influenced
by
Shakespeare and John Donne,
before dedicating John Keats'
"Bright Star" to the English
Department. Up next was crowd
favorite Trinity Alum and
Assistant
Director
of
Admissions Zee Santiago '09,
seasoned hip-hop artist, creator
of the Temple of Hip-Hop, and a
member of the PKA fraternity,
who asked the audience to
respond to his call, "If there's a
will," with the response,
"There's a way!" Santiago's
insight into contemporary cultural issues, from Hurricane
Katrina, to Haiti, coupled with
the audience's participation,
effectively combined to send a
message of apology, action, and
his advice to "stick to your
dreams." Zee's hip-hop roots resonated through his performance, which he initially
described as "dropping a record''
before correcting himself and
calling it a poem. No stranger to
packed audiences and stage
lights, it was a refreshing privilege to see Santiago perform in
the cloistered, intimate space of
the Underground.
Brown took the stage for the
final performance. Perching on
a chair with the mic close to his

body, he enticed the audience to
"listen to the Robin, listen to
your Mother, listen to the
poets," allowing the lyrical quality of his voice to toy with soft
enunciations and precise diction.
Finally, Brown invited Fidel
Cantave '11 to play the piano
while Brown freestyled what
was on his mind. Brown made
the audience laugh when he
talked about writing poetry during his Shakespeare class, and
mused on why he is in Hartford,
Conn., instead of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Nestled in the humor, however,
was a candid message, "If you
ain't giving back," Brown said,
"you just taking up air and shit
like that." This final combination of Fidel's talented piano
improvisation and Brown's
funny, poignant freestyle was
an appropriate conclusion to a
night in which the music, the
words, and the beats emphasized the artists' values of
remembering the past, honoring
loved ones, and making changes
for the future. The process of
sharing these poems, stories,
and songs reiterated to audience members the importance of
listening as a way of learning,
and made for a dynamic event.

-
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Old 97's "The Grand Theatre

Volume One," Continues .Legacy
MATT MAINULI '13
ARTS CONTRJB UTOR

The phrase 'alternative country' is
not used much in the music world anymore . This mixture of honky-tonk,
punk, and folk rock gave rise to such
bands as Son Volt, Wilco, Drive-by
Truckers, and Uncle Tupelo during the
1990s. Along with Jeff Tweedy and
Steve Earle, Old 97's singer/songwriter
Rhett Miller launched the movement
onto radio, television, and the big
screen. Miller has released three highly successful solo albums since 2000,
and eight albums with Old 97's since
1993. With their latest album, "The
Grand Theatre Volume One," the band
returns to their Dallas roots. You can
almost hear their snakeskin boots
stomping as they swagger through 12
tumbling new tunes.
"Every Night is Friday Night
(Without You)" is the alt-country version of "I Gotta Feeling." A quick
stomping beat and plenty of handclaps
effortlessly carry the song along so that
the listener can shout aloud the words
to the stop-and-go chorus. Loose snare
drums and greasy guitars make up
"The Magician," an undeniably catchy
song that warns us against the trickery
of politicians. Fans of Johnny Cash will
enjoy ''You Were Born To Be In Battle,"

a s guitar player Murry Hammond
lends his voice to the somber track,
sounding like gravel being crunched by
a Ford F-150.
Miller includes a beautiful rewrite
of Bob Dylan's "Desolation Row" on the
new album. The song, "Champaign,
Illinois," is not a cover or remix, but
rather a swift three-minute country
song that is at most heavily inspired by
Dylan's 11 minute masterpiece. "Please
Hold On" is reminiscent of an early
Who song, with mean electric guitar
and a simple blues chord progression.
The highlight of the nearly ,six minute
song is a long breakdown in which
fuzzy electric guitar vamps on a classic
blues scale, similar to The Beatles'
"Revolution." The album ends with
"The Beauty Marks," a spooky love
song sung in a near whisper. It's a modern version of "I Put a Spell On You,"
with quivering minor chords and lyrics
darker than a New York back alley on a
rainy November night.
Old 97's is a band that everyone has
heard somewhere before. Rhett Miller
& Co. have been making great music
since just around the time we were
born, and the fact that they've stuck
around is a tribute to their talent.
Through movies or TV, this band has
influenced millions of us with their
songs, whether we knew it or not.

... JlN1J TJfIS WTTX IN Jl1lTS
ART NEWS FROM THE WORLD AT LARGE
EMMA TUCKER '12

James Franco can do everything.
He appeals as an actor to all audiences, having starred in TV shows
such as "Freaks and Geeks" and
"General Hospital," and movies rang·
·ng from Spiderman to Milk. Franco is
also a student. He received his BA
rom University of California Los
ngeles , MFAs from Columbia
University and NYU, and is currently
orking on his PhD in English at Yale
niversity. He is a painter and a
riter with a newly released book of
short stories titled Palo Alto. Yes,
Franco can do everything - even cut
off his own arm.
In Danny Boyle's (Slumdog
illionaire) newest film, 127 Hours,
released Friday, Nov. 5, Franco portrays the experience of Aron Ralston, a
mountain climber who became famous
after publishing a book that told the
story of the five days he spent with his
arm trapped beneath a boulder, and
ow he finally had to cut it off to get
ree. The film has other actors, such as
mber Tamblyn (The Sisterhood of the
Traveling Pants) and Treat Williams
("Everwood"), but reviews of the movie
ill not talk about the ensemble cast
or the relationships explored.
The challenging script called for an
actor that could grip an audience's
attention for the length of the film, the
majority of which he spends alone and
in one place - a rocky crevasse. A spe·
cific kind of acting that relies on the
expressiveness of the face and voice

(Ralston could barely move) is
required. How do you make a movie
interesting when its main character is
immobile and alone for the five days
that make up the narrative? The Ne
York Times answered this question:
"You cast James Franco."
Franco has received stellar
reviews. This is not uncommon for
him. He received a Golden Globe for
his portrayal of James Dean in the TV
biopic James Dean, as well as an
Independent Spirit Award for Milk.
127 Hours, however, is a major motion
picture that is dependent on Franco
alone to deliver an outstanding performance ; otherwise it simply would
not work. From the carefree and
enthusiastic beginning, through the
crisis of getting pinned and the agonizing five days of struggle, starvation
and hallucination, to the horrifying
decision to cut off the arm (and the
graphic and widely talked about
scenes that accompany it) Franco
holds the film together. Rolling Stone
wrote that "Franco does the best, most
natural and nuanced acting of his
career to date," and The LA Times
called him "perfect." But is Franco's
performance too good? CNN reports
that early screenings of the film have
resulted in fainting, panic attacks,
and even seizures. So Franco, actor,
writer, and student, can officially add
self-amputee and seizure inducer to
the list. And what other actor can say
that?

ART PIC OF THE WEEK

PHOTO COURTESY OF: www.ozarksunbound.com

Dallas-based alt. country band, O ld 97's, released their latest album, "The Grand Theatre Volume O ne."

[il~l•111t]CtJm
LIFE DURING WARTIME
Tuesday, November 9, 7:30
p.m.

EROS FILM FESTIVAL:
A MARINE STORY
Wednesday, November 10,
7:30 p.m.
SASHA (SASA)
Thursday, November 11,
7:30 p.m.

-

THE SECRET DIARIES OF
MISS ANNE LISTER
Friday, November 12, 7:00
p.m. & November 13, 2:30
p.m.

CHILDREN OF GOD
Friday, November 12, 9:00
p.m.
IS IT JUST ME?
Saturday, November 13,
7:00 p.m.
THE ADVENTURES OF
PRISCIUA, QUEEN OF THE
DESERT Saturday, November
13, 9:00 p.m.
THE LARAMIE PROJECT
Sunday, November 14, 2:30
p.m.
HOWL
Sunday, November 14, 7:30
p.m. & Monday, November
15, 7:30 p.m.

PHOTO COURTESY OF www.greenmuze.com art interviews 64 1-nele-azevedo-interview. html

EN: These melting men belong to an installation series by Brazilian artist Nele Azevedo. The melt'ng men have appeared since 2005 in cities from Havana, Cuba, to Florence, Italy, each city sharing
roximity to the equator. The installation began as anti-monument ("minimum monument") art,
hough its associations with climate change have dominated conversation.

-
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Squash and Tennis Coach Paul Assaiante Discusses New Book
continued from page 16
across the East Coast in the
upcoming months, highlighted
by a kickoff party at Tom
Wolfe's apartment in New York.
I sat
down
with
Coach
Assaiante to ask him a few
questions about his book.
Ann Waller Curtis: Tell me
about your book.
Paul Assaiante: This is a
memoir to talk about life lessons through sport, and the
vehicle through which we convey the message is the
National Championship final
two years ago. Every match in
that final match has a chapter
in the book, and every person
that played that match has a
chapter in the book. And then,
in each chapter, we go all over
the place over 35 years of
coaching and all of the mistakes I've made, so it's a real
life lesson. It's also coupled
with all of my failings as a
person and the fact that I
have a son that has addiction
problems. There is a lot of real
honesty in this book. It's a little scary.
AWC : How did you decide
to write this book?
PA: This was six years in the
running. Jim Zug came to me
six years ago and said, "let's
do something." And this book
took so many different itera -

tions: it was going to be a howto book - nobody's going to
read a how-to book on squash.
Then it was going to be a book
on take away lessons for businessmen - well I'm not a
businessman, so that wasn't
going to work. So, ultimately
it morphed into this final
memoir.
A WC: Do you have any
previous experience as an
author?
PA: I've done some writing
over the years. I have a book
from the late '70s, which was a
how-to tennis book. It sold two
copies, one of them to my
mother. But this is really the
first venture into anything
like this ... James Zug is a
friend of mine. He's written
several books and is a very
successful author, so we coauthored the book.
A WC: Where does the title
come from?
PA: Well, "run to the roar" is a
psychological term. One of my
big beefs with people your age
is that you are avoidant creatures. You'll avoid conflict at
any cost. You don't want to tell
your parents the car got towed;
you don't want to tell your
boyfriend he is now your ex·
boyfriend. You avoid those
things. So what happens is we
make these issues bigger than
they really are in our minds.

And so where the concept "run
to the roar" comes from is that
in Africa lions hunt in packs.
And they take with them the
oldest lion in the pride. At this
point this lion can't catch its
own food - it's blind, it's tooth·
less. But it has a really deep
roar, and they put the lion in
the middle of the field. And the
lionesses hide in the bush. So
when the lion roars, the prey
runs away from the roar to
their death. The point of this is
that if you go at the problem,
it's never as bad as you think it
is . . . What you fear owns you,
and this book is _learning how
to deal with that.

season?
PA: You know, I love Baset
[Chaudhry '10.] And for a
fleeting moment, Baset lost
his cool. In the old days, that
was a teachable moment. But
once it gets on the Internet
and it goes viral, it's triage. In
the moment, giving away con·
trol . . . you put things in the
hands of fate. And I think that
Baset paid way too severe a
.penalty.

long enough they give you
something" awards , I think
that's basically what it is.
Well, I am just thrilled that
there is a tennis center here
that actually is beautiful
enough to belong on this cam pus, and that with the lights,
we are able to give something
back to the community, which
is wonderful and what we
should be doing. That's the
only thing I think about when
I walk by the tennis courts .

AWC: What can we expect
from the upcoming sea son?

AWC: Is there anything
else you want to share
about writing this book?

PA: We are working very, very
A WC: What is your biggest hard, and we are going to
fear as a coach?
. enjoy every step of the journey. And we will be a team
PA: My biggest fear as a coach that no one wants to play.
is getting too caught up in
winning and losing, because it A WC: What's it like to
doesn't matter. It's all about walk past the brand new
the relationships.
tennis center?

PA: Confucius says, "He who
does what he loves can never
find work," and if I was going
to say something to the stu·
dent body, I would say don't
get caught up in the pursuit of
money. Follow your passion.
Whatever you are passionate
about, go for that. I've never
worked a day in my life, I'm
the luckiest man alive.

AWC: What was the hard·
est part of writing this?
PA: The hardest part of writ·
ing was going back and
reflecting upon things that
had happened in my personal
life, and then having either
the courage or the stupidity to
share them.
AWC: What have you
taken a way from the all of
the media attention that
surrounded the end of last
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Assaiante counsels Baset Chaudhry during the 2010 Championship.
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Bunker, Hunt Lead
Comeback vs. Lord Jeffs
continued from page 16

Football

Volleyball

Men's Soccer

1. Williams
2. Amherst
Trinity (tie)
4. Colby
5. Wesleyan
6. Middlebury
7. Bowdoin
8. Bates
9. Tufts
10. Hamilton

1. Middlebury
2. Tufts
3.Amherst
4. Bowdoin
5. Williams
6. Conn. College
7. Trinity
8. Wesleyan
9. Bates
10. Hamilton
11. Colby

1. Bowdoin
2. Middlebury
3. Williams
Amherst (tie)
5. Wesleyan
6. Colby
7. Tufts
8. Trinity
9. Bates
10. Conn. College

Field Hockey

Women's Soccer

Total

1. Bowdoin
2. Tufts
3. Middlebury
4. Amherst
5. Trinity
6. Wesleyan
7. Conn. College
8. Bates
9. Colby
10. Williams

1. Williams
2.Amherst
3. Tufts
4. Middlebury
5. Trinity
6. Bates
7. Wesleyan
8. Bowdoin
9. Conn. College
10. Colby .

1. Amherst
2. Middlebury
3. Williams
4. Bowdoin
5. Tufts
6. Trinity
7. Wesleyan
8. Conn. College
9. Colby
10. Bates
11. Hamilton

._________________________________________________________________________
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turn to step up and do our
part. This was a huge win for
our team, and everyone was a
part of it."
Quarterback
Burgess
hailed the play of his running
back and offensive line.
"Bunker and the line killed it
today. Evan never quits, he
gets four, five yards on each
carry, bounces off tacklers ,
and it wouldn't be possible
without our offensive line."
Devanney agreed with
Burgess. "Evan is just a foot·
ball player. He's a good, hard,

tough kid. He never quits on
any play, and he's been phe·
nomenal for us. "
Next week, the Bantams
close out their season at
Wesleyan in a game they
must win in order to have a
chance to win a share of the
NESCAC title . However,
Williams must lose against
Amherst.
Regardless, Devanney is only
concerned with his own team
right now. "We can only control
our game next week. All I'm
going to worry about is us, and
that's what the team heeds to
worry about too."

-JULIA MCG HEE ' 131 STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

T he Bantam offense rall ied for 21 points in the 4th quarter of the comeback win .

-
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The Trinity Tripod

Strong Fourth Quarter Helps Bants Rally for Homecoming Win
HARRY HAWKINGS '14
CONTRIB UTI G WRJTER

The
Trinity
College
Bantams rallied for an
impressive victory over the
Lord Jeffs of Amherst College
on Saturday in New England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) foot·
ball action. With the win,
Trinity improved to 6-1 on the
season, extended their home
winning streak to 39 games at
Jessee/Miller field, and has a
chance to bring home a share
of the NESCAC championship

with a win next week.
The Bantams fell behind
early
on
Homecoming
Weekend, giving up a 4 7·yard
touchdown pass to Amherst
only 16 seconds into the first
quarter and a field goal on
Amherst's next possession.
"That was definitely not
how we wanted to start the
game, putting ourselves in a
huge hole like that," said head
coach Jeff Devanney. "But I
also knew that there was a
ton of football left to be
played, and we needed to
bounce back quickly." The

JULIA MCGHEE' 13 \ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The Bantam defense recorded an interception and held Amherst to 210 passing yard.s.

Bantams did just t_h at,
responding with a long drive
of their own, which concluded
with a four-yard scoring run
by First-year tailback Evan
Bunker.
,
In the second quarter,
Amherst kicked another field
goal, setting the score at 13-7
at the half. The third quarter
was characterized by excel·
lent play on defense by both
teams, as neither could get
anything going offensively. In
addition, Amherst punter
Matt Rawson continually
pinned the Bantams deep in
their own territory, which
only made it harder on the
Trinity offense.
The fourth quarter, howev·
er, was a different story.
Trinity's offense controlled
the ball for the first nine·anda· half minutes of the frame,
driving 99 yards down the
field. The series culminated
in a trick-play touchdown
that saw Bunker take a handoff and then find senior tight
end Chris Hunt wide open in
the end zone for a 14-13
Bantam lead.
The Trinity defense stood
tall on Amherst's next posses·
sion, forcing a punt. The
Bantams scored again, this
time as sophomore quarter-

Coach Paul Assaiante Releases Memoir
ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPORTS EDITOR

-

-

Twelve
National
Championships and 224 consec·
utive wins is certainly sufficient
material for a book, but in Paul
Assaiante's memoir, Run to the
Roar: Coaching to Overcome
Fear, the message transcends
any athletic accomplishment.
Six years ago, the Trinity
College men's squash and ten·
nis coach was approached by a
friend, James Zug, about writ·
ing a book. The project transformed from a how·to book to a
memoir that uses the 2009
National Championship match
as a platform for reflecting on
lessons learned in life and in
sports.
Run to the Roar begins with
a forward by Tom Wolfe, author
of Bonfrre of the Vanities, A
Man in Full, and I Am
Charlotte Simmons. The book
has already received rave
reviews. Duke basketball coach
Mike Krzyzewski commented,
"Winning is difficult. To win all
the time is amazing. In Run to
the Roar Paul Assaiante shares
with us the passion, pre para tion, and execution necessary
to be an incredible winner. It is
certainly a read worth savoring."
Michael Bamberger, a sen·
ior writer at Sports fllustrated,
offered this praise: "The genius
of Paul Assaiante is not what

RUN TO
THE

ROAR

Coaching to Overcome Fear
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The Bantam offense outgained Amherst 405-210 in yards of total offense.

back Ryan Burgess found sen·
ior wideout Michael Galligan
down the sideline for another
Trinity touchdown.
The
Bantam defense forced a
turnover on downs on the
Lord Jeffs' final possession
before Burgess connected
with Hunt for another score
with 25 seconds remaining,
sealing the victory.
Bunker stole the show

again on offense, rushing for
211 yards on 45 carries,
breaking his own school
record for carries which he set
last week against Middlebury.
"It was awesome," said
Bunker, whose brother is
Amherst's starting running
back. "Our defense got beat
once, and we knew it was our

see COMEBACK on page 15

Field Hockey Falls at
Tufts in NESCAC Semis
KAYLA CHADWICK '12
SPORTS CONTRJBUTOR

Trinity College field hockey
fell to New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) No. 1 seed Tufts
University this weekend, 3-0, to
end their 2010 season. Despite
the fact that the Bantams
defeated the Jumbos earlier this
year in regular season action,
their home field advantage
proved to be too much, as Trinity
was outshot, 7·17, while Tufts
managed to draw nine cori:iers to
Trinity's five .
Despite this weekend's disap·
pointing end, the Bantams have
a lot to be proud of, as they man·
aged to make it all the way to
NESCAC's Final Four, and finished the season with a 9-7
record (4-4 in the conference).
Trinity was particularly domi·
nant at home, where they were
all but unbeaten - their lone
home loss came in late
September when they fell to

Montclair State, 2-1, in overtime.
The Lady Bantams averaged
2.62 shots per game, while holding their opponents to an aver
age of 1.50 shots: they scored 42
times this season, and opposing
offenses mustered just 24 goals.
The leading scorer for Trinity
was senior co-captain Christy
Bradley with 10, followed closely
by junior Payson Sword with
nine, and senior co-captain
Robyn Williams with eight.
In addition to losing two of
their top three scorers to gradua·
tion in the coming spring, the
Bantams will also bid farewell to
Brady Keeshan. The rising crop
of upperclassmen should be able
to continue Trinity field hockey's
winning tradition, as the 2011
version of the team will boast
five seniors, six juniors, and
seven sophomores, as well as
what is sure to be another talent·
ed crop of incoming freshmen
recruited by Head Coach Anne
Parmenter and the rest of the
coaching staff.
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Coach Assaiante's book will be released on November 24, 2010.
he understands about squash,
which is spectacular enough,
but what he understands about
people. Reading this book he
wr,ote with James Zug _will
make you better at something.
Maybe squash. Likely life."

Assaiante held a book sign·
ing on Saturday, Nov. 6 as a
part of Trinity's Homecoming
Weekend, and will . be holding
many more book signings
COURTESY OF athletics.ttincoll.edu

see ASSAIANTE on page 15 .

Field hockey coach Anne Parmenter speaks

to

her team after a recent game.

